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ABSTRACT

System availability is the probability of the system being operable at instant
t. Markov chains are a model used for system availability analysis. The exact

analytical solution in terms of component failure rates and repair rates for steadystate system availability is complex to find solving the large numbers of
simultaneous linear equations that result from the model. Although exact analytical
solutions have been developed for series and parallel systems and for some other
small size systems, they have not been developed for large scale general systems
with n distinct components. Some methods for approximate analytical solutions
have been suggested, but limitations on network types, over simplified states merge
conditions and lack of predictions of approximation errors make these methods
difficult to use.
Markov state transition graphs can be classified as symmetric or
asymmetric. A symmetric Markov graph has two-way transitions between each pair
of communicating nodes. An asymmetric Markov graph has some pair(s) of
communicating nodes with only one-way transitions.
In this research, failure rates and repair rates are assumed to be component
dependent only. Exact analytical solutions are developed for systems with
symmetric Markov graphs. Pure series systems, pure parallel systems and general
k out of n systems are examples of systems with symmetric Markov graphs. Instead
of solving a large number of linear equations from the Markov model to find the
steady-state system availability, it is shown that only algebraic operations on
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component failure rates and repair rates are necessary. In fact, for the above class
of systems, the exact analytical solutions are relatively easy to obtain.
Approximate analytical solutions for systems with asymmetric Markov
graphs are also developed based on the exact solutions for the corresponding
symmetric Markov graphs. The approximate solutions are shown to be close to the
exact solutions for large scale and complex systems. Also, they are shown to be
lower bounds for the exact solutions.
Design principles to improve systems availability are derived from the
analytical solutions for systems availability. Important components can be found
easily with the iteration procedure and computer programs provided in this
research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For equipment or facilities such as life support systems, aircraft and space
vehicles, reliability is the
feasible.

m~jor

concern because repair after systems failure is not

There are many other systems such as communication networks,

computer systems, power systems and automatic manufacturing systems in which
systems down time is inevitable and both systems reliability and repair efficiency
are important. A repairable system is a system which has repair capability that can
restore the system back to its operating condition after failure.
System availability is defined as the probability that the system will be
available for use at any time t after the start of operation. It is an important
performance index for repairable system. A formal definition for system
availability is provided in section 1.1.
A Markov process is a stochastic process whose dynamic behavior is such
th&t probability distributions for its future development depend only on the present
stale and not on how the process arrived in that state (Trivedi, 1982). For a finite or
countably finite discrete stale space and a continuous parameter space of lime, the
Markov process is called a continuous time Markov chain.
The standard technique for studying the availability of a repairable syslem
is to formulate a Markov prohability model for the system. In the model, system
behavior is assumed to be a continuous lime Markov chain.
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In practical situations, a system is composed of many components. System
complexity may include build-in test, microprocessor controllers, false alarms and
software-hardware interactions, etc. The reliability block diagram (RBD) which is
constructed to explain the reliability relations among the components in a system
usually contains a mixture of series, parallel and bridge type reliability networks.
The solution of a Markov model for a system with n components involves

m system states, where m .:5 2n. The probability of being in a particular state at
some time t is called a state probability. The state probabilities are computed by
formulating and solving a system of m coupled first order differential equations.
Markov state transition graphs are useful in obtaining the m coupled
differential equations. They can be used in system availability modeling as well as
system reliability modeling. The difference in these two applications is that there
is no absorbing states in the availability model and all states are recurrent. Hence,
system availability has a steady-state solution which does not depend on the initial
condition of the system.
Similar to the analysis of system reliability, system availability depends on
the reliability and repairability of the components which constitute the system. The
importance of some components or groups of components can vary significantly,
depending on their positions in the structure of system network. To analyze system
availability down to the components level, it is necessary to express system
availability in terms of failure rates and repair rates of the components which
comprise the system.
The exact analytical solutions for steady-state system availability of series
and parallel system with n distinct components is well known. This research found
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no published exact analytical solution for steady-state system availability for large
scale systems with distinct components in general network structures. Approximate
analytical solutions with predicted approximation errors for large scale systems
have not been found in published research.
The main objective of this research is to find analytical expressions for
steady-state system availability in terms of component failure

~ates

and repair rates

for large scale systems with complex network structures. In this research, each
component failure rates can be different. Similarly, each component repair rates can
be different. Failure rates and repair rates are assumed to be constant with time.
They are also assumed to be independent of system states.

17

1.1 Definitions of System Availability

The reliability of a system, R( t), is the probability that, when operating
under stated environmental conditions, the system will perform its intended
function adequately for a specified interval of time (Kapur and Lamberson, 1977).
The availability is a probability, just as reliability is. The instantaneous

availability, A(t), also known as point availability, of a system is defined as "the
probability that the system will be available for use at any time

t

after the start of

operation" (Kececioglu, 1995).
For a system with no repair capability, it is clear from the definitions of
system reliability and system availability that R(t)

=A(t) .

If a system has repair capability only when the system is in an up state,
repair makes the system more reliable than a corresponding system without repair.
However, in this case repair does not affect system availability. Thus, R(t)

=A(t)

and the evaluation of system availability is equivalent to the evaluation of system
reliability.
If repair can be performed in any system state which has failed

component(s), it is possible that the system has failed one or more times during a
period [O,t] and repair has restored the system to its operational state in the same
period. Thus, R(t)

~ A(t)

and the evaluation of system availability will be different

from the evaluation of system reliability.
Let Pi(t) denote the state probability of state i. A sufficient condition for
existence of limiting probability Pj is that " (a) all states of the Markov chain
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communicate in the sense that, starting in state i , there is a positive probability of
being in state j, for all i, j and (b) the Markov chain is positive recurrent in the
sense that, starting in any state, the mean time to return to that state is finite" (Ross,
1989).
Since ail states in the Markov availability model communicate and are
mutually exclusive by the concept of state, the sum of limiting probabilities of all
up states in the system exists and is defined as steady-state availability, Ass.
An up state or success state of the system is an operational state of the

system. A down state of the system is a failed state of the system. The steady-state
availability is also known as inherent availability or up time ratio (UTR), (Rau,
1970).
Mathematically,

Ass = lim

L

A(t) =

r~oo

lj

j = all up states

where Pj is the limiting probability of state j .
Another measure of availability which is often discussed is average
availability or interval availability, A (T). The average availability in [0,

defined as (Barlow and Proschan, 1975),

rT

A(T) =1. A(t)dt
TJo

11 is
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1.2 The Need to Find an Analytical Solution

To improve reliability for a series system, the weakest component in the
system is the critical element. For a parallel system, the strongest component is the
critical element. For a system with a complex RBD and large numbers of
components, system reliability can be found explicitly in terms of the component
reliability by methods such as state enumeration (Shooman, 1990), decomposition
(Billinton and Allan, 1992), structure functions (Barlow and Proschan, 1975 and
Metler and Dietrich, 1983), and Markov models (Shooman, 1990 and Kececioglu,
1995). The decision making rules for system reliability improvement can be
derived based on the analytical form of the system reliability expression.
The methods of the state enumeration, decomposition and structure
functions applied in solving exact system reliability are not applicable to system
availability. This can be verified by systems with simple RBD configurations.
However, the methods of Markov models are applicable to system availability
analysis.
In availability models, there is a positive correlation between the increase of
component repair rate and system availability. There is also a negative correlation
relation between the increase of component failure rate and system availability. To
find an effective way to increase component repair rate and/or decrease component
failure rate becomes a core mission for reliability engineers in seeking system
availability improvement.
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For small size systems, analytical solutions for system availability can be
derived by hand calculation or computer programs solving the Markov matrix
equations. However, as the systems become larger and more complex, the
analytical solution for instantaneous system availability A(t) or steady-state system
availability Ass becomes very complex and time consuming even with a powerful
mainframe computer.
Since most of the studies on availability are on long term performance, this
paper emphasizes steady-state system availability. The effort of finding analytical
solutions for steady-state system availability for large-scale systems will provide
significant help detennining effective ways to improve steady-state system
availability through improvement of selected component reliability and/or
repairability.
Furthennore, the derivation of analytical solution methods which involve
easy calculations will help reliability engineers redesign the system RBD structure.
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1.3 Thesis Obiectives

1.3.1 Motivation
There are many approximate methods to calculate the numerical value of
large scale system availability. A few approximate analytical solutions for steadystate system availability were developed and are applicable to large scale systems.
However, errors of these approximate methods are not predictable and some of
these approximate methods have limitation on types of RBD.
Methods such as state merge, state probability truncation, and decoupling
were developed to reduce the number of system states, thus reaching manageable
system sizes for mathematical operations. However, these methods have the
following limitations.
1) Some of the methods combine up states and down states , hence causing

difficulty analyzing the accuracy of the method.
2) Some methods require estimation of state probabilities for the purpose of
state probability truncation. The state probability, P;(t) , is the probability
that the system is in state i at time t.
3) Many approximate methods do not specify the error of the approximate
solution vs. the exact solution. Often, the error is unpredictable or too large
to be accepted.
4) Most of the existing exact or approximate methods do not provide
analytical solutions for large scale systems. Thus, design improvement for
system availability is difficult.
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These limitations motivated the research for alternative solution techniques.
The techniques should resolve the above problem areas and could easily be applied
by reliability engineers for system availability evaluation and improvement.

1.3.2 Organization of Thesis
Chapter two discusses the major techniques that have been developed in the
past for large scale system availability analysis. Existing methods for numerical
and analytical solutions for system availability are reviewed. A brief summary of
each technique is given, including key assumptions and formulas. Only the basic
development is presented. Extensions are referenced when felt appropriate. A
selected bibliography of existing works found during the research is listed in the
last part of the report.
Chapter three proposes an exact analytical solution for steady-state system
availability for general k out of n systems. These systems are classified as
symmetric systems. The relationship between the reliability block diagrams,
Markov transition matrices and steady-state system availability are discussed. This
relationship is a cornerstone for building the models used in the research. A
characteristic factor r that is identical for all states in a symmetric system is
introduced. Properties and theorems which lead to the formulation of the exact
solutions are presented. Proofs for the theorems are provided in Appendices A and
B.

Chapter four presents an approximate technique for asymmetric systems.
Systems which do not have symmetric Markov transition graphs as defined in
Chapter three belong to this category. The factor r which is a function of system
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state and is approximately equal for most states is identified. The variation of r
between symmetric and asymmetric Markov graphs is important and leads to the
development of the approximation method. The lower bound property for the
approximate solution is shown. The evaluation of the accuracy of the approximate
solution is discussed. Proofs of the theorems and properties used in this chapter are
provided in Appendices C and D. Graph techniques developed for determining
symbolic terms in the determinant of a Markov matrix are introduced in Appendix
C. The graph techniques are applied in the proofs in Appendix D.
Chapter five discusses the application of the developed analytical solution
in improving system availability design. Some useful design rules are given for
series and parallel systems. The iteration procedure for sensitivity analysis of
general systems is presented in an example.
Finally, Appendix E provides computer programs with flow charts, input
requirements and output formats. To deal with large scale systems, a computer
program is necessary to effectively utilize the methods developed to find analytical
and numerical solutions.
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CHAPTER 2

SURVEY OF CURRENT APPROACHES ON SYSTEM AVAILABILITY
ANALYSIS

Representative existing methods for system availability analysis . are
reviewed in this chapter. The properties of these methods and their classification
as exact or approximate are included.

2.1 Methods for Solving Markov Models for A vailahility

The methods to solve state probabilities in Markov models where
component failure rates and repair rates are assumed constant in time are discussed
by Shooman (1990) and also covered by Kececioglu (1995). The symbolic results
for stand-by and parallel systems with single or multiple repairs, for systems of one
to three components, are obtained using Laplace transformations. Three methods to
solve the state transition matrix are presented as follows (Kececioglu (1995» :
(I) Determinant approaches with manual expansion of the determinant.

(2) Eigenvalue methods.
(3) Computer aided numerical solutions.
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Method (1):
A Markov graph is drawn based on the reliability block diagram. The differential
equations are formed from the Markov graph. The Laplace transformation for the
differential equations are obtained. The algebraic linear equations for pes) are
obtained where pes) is the Laplace transformation of state probability pet). The
linear equations are solved by determinant methods. pes) can be found in the form
of a rational function. By taking the inverse of pes), the state probability in t, pet),
can be found.
Extensive work is required to find the analytical solution for even a three
components system of eight states.

Method (2):
The roots of the polynomial expression in the denominator in the method (1)
become difficult to find as the numher of states in a system increase. The
denominator can be formulated as

Is1. - AI,

where

A is a matrix

with elements in

functions of A Dnd J.l.. The problem of finding the roots of the polynomial of the
denominator is equivalent to finding the eigenvalues of matrix A. Using a computer
program such as "EIGRF", available in IMSL for the Cyber 175 computer at the
University of Arizona can help to solve for the eigenvalues of a matrix.

Method (3):
The differential equations obtained from the Markov graphs can be solved by using
numerical methods with computers. One such method is provided by the
proprietary Differential Equation Solver "DVERK" which is available in the Cyber
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175 computer at the University of Arizona. Other computer software packages such
as Matlab also can be used.
In summary, method (1) is suitable for analytical solutions of small
systems. Methods (2) and (3) are suitable for numerical solution of large systems.

Exact Analytical Solution for Series Systems

A series system with any number of components is a special case where method (1)
can be applied to find the analytical solution for system availability.
Consider a series system consisting of n components with failure rate A.i and
repair rate Jli for the ilh component. State 1 is an up state where all the components
in the system are operational. State 2i is a down state where a component in the
system failed. The series system state probabilities are the followings:

PI (t) = Prohahility the system is in the state 1, or is operating at t,

and

P2i(t) = Probahility the system is in state 2i, or is down at time t hecause
one of illi series components, i, failed.

The Markov model can be set up and solved. The steady-state system
availability Ass can be found as (Kececioglu, 1995):

1
Ass =

n

1\..

1+ I--1.
i=1 Pi

(2.1)
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Exact Analytical Solution for Parallel Systems

Raghavendra and Makam (1986) suggested (without proof) to represent steadystate system availability by using component steady-state availability Ai to replace
the component reliability R; in the Boolean expression for system reliability (refer
2.2.2). The method is correct only for parallel systems. Equation (2.2) can be
verified by transformation of the exact system availability expression (equation
(3.20» developed in Chapter three of this research.
For n-component parallel system,

(2.2)
I
where A = - - I
1+)..;1 /1;

i = 1,2,3, ••• ,n
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2.2 Approximation Models

2.2.1 The Method of Shooman and Cortes
Shooman and Cortes (1991) suggested four approaches for model simplification:
1) State merging
2) Probability bounds
3) State truncation
4) Problem decomposition

1) State Merging

State merging refers to the combining of states generally to simplify the
problem. The rules for state merging in Markov models are:
(1) Transitions between two non-merged states are unchanged.

(2) Transitions from a block of merged states to an unmerged state must all
have the same transition rate.
(3) Transitions from an unmerged state to a block of merged states are replaced
by a single transition with a rate equal to the sum of the transition rates in
the original model.
(4) Transitions between any block of merged states B I to any other block of
merged states B2 must satisfy the following two rules:
a) The transition rates from each node in block B 1 to all nodes in block B2
must sum to the same constant Cl.
b) The transition rates from each node in block B2 to all nodes in block B 1
must sum to the same constant C2.
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(5) The self loop turns out to be unity minus the sum of the transition rates of
branches leaving the block.

2)

Probability Bounds
An upper bound for state probability is proposed by simple computations

involving the terms in the probability transition matrix .

.<

Maximum entering branch rate
P, - L Leaving branch rate + Maximum entering branch rate
The upper bound for Pi can be calculated directly from the Markov
transition matrix.

3)

State Truncation
This technique has been used for solving complex Markov models for many

years. In general, the analyst identifies states in the initial Markov diagram which
seem to be of low probability based on intuition or some computations, and these
are deleted from the model. This process continues until a manageable size model
is obtained which is then solved.
The problem with the above practices is the uncertainty about the size of
the error produced by neglecting the truncated states.

4) Problem Decomposition:

In this approach the interconnected networks of a system are viewed as
independent subsystems. The reliability/availability fault trees or block diagrams
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can then be used to decompose the system reliability/availability into subsystem
reliabilities/availabilities.
Separate Markov models for each of the sub-systems are formulated and
then substituted into the combinatorial expressions for the fault trees or block
diagrams. Note that this approach provides a simplified and exact solution for
system reliability. However, it only provides an approximate solution for system
availability with uncertainty on error estimation.

2.2.2 The Method of Raghavendra and Makam
An efficient Boolean technique was suggested to derive system reliability in

terms of component reliability.

For example, system reliability of the five-

component bridge network in Fig. 2-1 can be expressed as equation (2.3).

s

T

Fig. 2.1 A 5-component bridge network
R(S ~ T) = PIP2 + P3P4(1- PIP2) + PIPSP4(1- P2)(I- P3)+ P3PSP2(1- Pl)(I- P4)
(2.3)

For systems with identical components, Raghavendra and Makam (1986)
suggested to derive steady-state system availability by substituting the individual
component steady-state availability A

=~ /

(~+A)

for Pi in equation (2.3). The

approximation for the steady-state system availability can be obtained as

A(S ~ T) = 2A2 +2A 3 -5A4 + 2A 5
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For systems with distinct components, the modified Raghavendra and
Makam method is used by substituting A = Jli I(Jli+Ai) for Pi in equation (2.3) to
express the approximate steady-state system availability.
A(S ~ T) = A}A2 +A3~(I-A}A2)+A}A5A4(1-A2)(I-A3)+A3A5A2(I-A})(I-~)

The method of Raghavendra and Makam and the modified method
represent approximate solutions for general systems. However, they do yield exact
solutions for parallel configurations.

2.2.3 The Method of Modarres
Modarres (1984) presented an approximate method to estimate failure
characteristics of series-parallel (S-P) systems from the components in the systems.
The components are assumed to have constant failure rate and repair rate.
All components are mutually s-independent. Ai 'ti

« 1 where

'ti

is mean down

time of component i and Ai is failure rate of component i .

Fi (t ) and Fj (t) are defined as the unavailability and availability of
component i at time t. Fi(t)is assumed to be a small value.
The occurrence rate (A) and mean down time ('t) of series and parallel
blocks are calculated using repairable, monitored components. This process is then
progressively continued until the entire system is replaced by an equivalent block
whose occurrence rate and mean down time characteristics are

known. The

approximate unavailability of the S-P system can then be predicted from
U=A't
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The block occurrence rate (A) and mean down time ('t) were derived as:
A

Type of Block

't

1

ii~
=l !i
Series

(1- ~ Ai!i)( ~ Ai)
1=1

1=1

(1- ~A;!;)2(~A;)
1=1

1=1

Two questionable assumptions are made in this model:
(1) Component availability is alisumed to be a probability density function.
(2) Block availability is assumed to be s-independent with other blocks in the
system.

There are two major limitations in the applicability of the model caused by
the questionable system assumptions.
a) The estimation error of the approximate solution is not developed in the paper.
b) The model can't be used to express the approximate steady-state system
availability for systems other than series-parallel.
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2.2.4 The Method of Arizono and Yamamoto
Kumar and Billinton (1985) presented flow graph methods constructed
from the Markov models for computing steady-state probabilities. The calculation
method is similar to Mason's rule (1953) for evaluation of transmissions in signal
flow graphs. However, the graphical technique requires listing all possible paths
between a source and a sink, and calculating the branch transmissions based on
complicated combination of non-touch loops / cycles. It is difficult to apply this
technique to large systems.
Arizono and Yamamoto (1993) modified the method developed by Kumar
and Billinton for systems that satisfy the following two conditions:
"1) in a flow graph constructed from a Markov model, if there is a directed
branch from one node to the other node, there is always a conversely
directed branch,
2) the ratio of the gains of a directed path and a converse directed path is
constant."
To evaluate the steady-state probability for a state in the system, the simplified
graphical method still requires enormous numbers of calculations of the ratios of
gains. The ratios involve a selected node from the Markov graph and the associated
paths from the node to all other nodes on the graph. Arizono and Yamamoto did
not suggest a simplified method to evaluate steady-state system availability for the
cases of the Markov graph which do not meet the two special conditions.
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CHAPTER 3

AN EXACT ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR STEADY-STATE
SYSTEM AVAILABILITY OF SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS

3.1 System Assumptions and Notations

The following system assumptions and notations are applied to chapters three and
four.

3.1.1 System Assumptions
1. A 2-terminal network availahility requires that a distinguished pair of

nodes, the source and the destination, communicate with each other.
2. A network consists of interconnected hinary-state components which are
either operational or failed.
3. Each system state is a function of all component states, and is either an
operational system state or a failed system state.
4. A transition from one system state to another occurs when either an operating
component fails or a failed component is repaired.
5. Each component failure rate and repair rate are constant and are independent
of the state of the other components in the system.
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6. Systems are assumed to have multiple repairs. For example, an-component
system has n repairs.
7. All repairs restore the system to as good as new.
8. Quiescent unit reliability is 100%. This implies quiescent unit failure rate is
zero.
9. Aj«

Pj for all components in the system. In a practical system, it is

reasonable to assume (Aj / P) < 0.1 , and in most cases < 0.01.

3.1.2 Notations

p;{t)

state probability at time t for state i

P; (1)

first derivative of p;{t)

p{t)

column vector of state probability for state 1 to state m

pO (t)

column vector of first derivative of p{t)

[TA ]

Markov transition matrix for availability

[TAM]

modified Markov transition matrix for availability

[TAM]-l

inverse of [TAM]

ITAMI

determinant of [TAM]

1A(i, j)

element (i, j) of matrix [TAl

det.

determinant

A(t)

instantaneous system availability at time t

As.~

exact steady-state system availability

A:~

approximate solution of steady-state system availability
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A;

component steady-state availability for component i

'It;

steady-state probability for state i

cx",i

cofactor of tA(m,i) in ITAMI

RBD

reliability block diagram

A;

failure rate of component i

11;

repair rate of component i

n

number of components in the system

m

number of system states

M

set of states in the system, M={ 1,2, ... ,m}

Xj

binary variable representing componentj is successful in operation

Xj

binary variable representing componentj is failed in operation

S;

representation of state i of the system by substituting /1j for Xj and Aj
for X j in the state's event notation

r;

a ratio of cx,,,; IS;

r

polynomial r; for the corresponding symmetric Markov graph,
where r;= rj= r for i,j E M

~

,

difference between, and Type I r;

~

"

difference between, and Type II

r;

B

ratio of ~r and r, 0 < B< 1

Cj

columnj of [TAM] as shown in the cofactor cx,1I;

Cj

column vector of column Cj

F

ratio of forward transition rates to backward transition rates from a
state to another state in Markov graph

q( it, h)

transition rate from state it to state h

.
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3.2 Markov Model In Availability Analysis

For a n-component system, the state probabilities are obtained by solving a
set of

In

first-order linear differential equations (In is number of states,

In.::s;

2n )
(3.1)

where P'(t) is the first derivative of state probability P(t),
[TAl is the Markov transition matrix for availability.

The instantaneous system availability is,

A(t) = L p/t} where j represents success states in the system
j

The objective of this research is to find the steady-state system availability Ass .
Note that the existence of a steady-state solution of equation (3.1) implies,

lim P;' (t) = 0

, i = 1,2, •••••••• ,111

(3.2)

i = 1,2, ........ ,111

(3.3)

t~oo

and

lim P j

(t) =

'ltj

,

t~oo

where

llj

represenlli steady-state probability of state i .

For the general situation of 111 states, (111-1) independent equations result. The
mth equation is obtained by substituting
111

L1t; = 1
;=1

for one of the equations.

(3.4)
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Denote,
1r = (1l1' 1l2' ••• , 11111 ) T

l2 = (0,0, ... , 0,
where

l)T

(T) represents the transpose of an array.

Substituting equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) into (3.1) yields,
[TAM] . 1r

=l2

(3.5)

where [TAM] is obtained by replacing the last row of [TA] with a row vector
(1,1, ...... ,1).

The exact steady-state system availability Ass is

A.~s

= L1rj

(3.6)

j

where j represents success states in the system
To solve
11

1li

for equation (3.6), use equation (3.5).

r

= [TAM l .!2

where
[TAM

r

l

= -I_1_1· adjoint[TAM ]
TAM

1

all

a21

allll

al2

a22

a/l/2

al lll

a2111

= ITAM I
where

aij

...

aI/un

is the cofactor of element (i,j) in [TAM] .
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Therefore,

and
(3.7)

Equation (3.6) becomes,

(3.8)

Since the last row of [TAM] is [1, 1, ••• ,1], ITAMI can be expanded about the last
row as,
/II

I ;=1
L (X/II;

ITAM =

Substituting this result into equation (3.8) yields

Lamj
./I

j

-

(3.9)

T"s·\·--m--

Lam;
;=1

where

j

represents each success state,
is the cofactor of (m,i) in ITAM

I.

Thus, the steady-state system availability can be calculated from the cofactors of the
elements in the last row of ITAM I.
It becomes complex to express

(Xm;

and

(Xmj

explictly in terms of component

failure rates and repair rates as the order of [TAM] increases exponentially with
number of components in the system. Theorem 1 in section 3.3.1 and Theorem 2 in
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section 4.2 explain the properties of

(Xmi

and

(XIIY

for systems with symmetric or

asymmetric Markov graphs respectively. These two theorems help to make the
explicit expressions of Ass possible for large scale systems.
Notation
To represent the system states for a system with n components, xlx2 ... xn will
denote that all components are operational in the system. xl X2 ... xn will denote the
event that component 1 is operational, component 2 has failed, ... , and component n

o

is operational etc.

Example 1
For a two-component series system (2 out of 2), find Ass.
RBD

Markov graph

From the Markov graph,

2

3

111
-111

112]
o

1

1

and the cofactors expanded ahout the last row are

(3.10)
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hence

ITAM I= iX31 + iX32 + iX33 =/11/12 + A1f.12 + /11A2 .
From the Markov graph, state 1 is the only success state.

(3.11 )

o
From equation (2.1), a n out of n system (n componenlll in series),
system availability is

~'S= l+f.(A;)
;=)

(3.12)

11;

For n = 2,

this is the same result as equation (3.11).
For n =3,
(3.13)

etc.
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Example 2
For a two-component parallel system (lout of 2 system), find Ass.
Solution:
RBD

Markov Graph

/12

0
o
/12
-( AI + /12) /11
1

I

The cofactors from ITAM are

CX41 = -JiIJi2(AI +A 2 +Jil +Ji2)
lX42 =-A 1Ji2(A 1+A 2 +JiI +Ji2)
CX43 = -JiI A2(A 1+ A2 + Jil + Ji2)
cx44 =-A1A2(A 1+A 2 +Jil +Ji2)

(3.14)

ITAM 1= CX41 + CX42 + CX43 + CX44
States I, 2 and 3 are success states, hence from equation (3.9)

because each cofactor has the common term -(A) + A2 + /1) + /12) .

o
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Similarly, the solution for a 3-component parallel system is

A:n =

JlIJl2113 + A1Jl2Jl3 + JlIA2113 + JlIJl2 A3 + AIA2113 + AIJl2 A3+ JlIA2A3
JlIJl2Jl3 + A1Jl2113 + JlIA2113 + JlIJl2 A3 + AIA2113 + AIJl2 A3 + JlIA2 A3+ AIA2 A3

..

(3.16)
By applying Theorem 1 in sec. 3.3.1, it can be shown that Ass for any ncomponent parallel system can be expressed all a ratio of two polynomials similar as
equation (3.16).

Definition 1
The factor ri for each state of Markov graph is defined as
T";
I

ex·
S.I

=-!!!L

where

i = index of state
Sj = a function of state i by substituting J.1j for

Xj and

Aj for xj in the state event notation.

= xlx2··· x I x· =J.1. x· =A. .
n)

)')

)

o

The steady-state system availability Ass for the above systems (refer to
equations (3.11), (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16» can be formulated as:

(3.17)
where
J

represents success states in the system

III

is the number of states of the system
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(1) For series systems,

n

= number of components in the system

'I

='2 =

'3

= ••• =

'n+1

= ,

, =(_1)n
(2) For parallel systems,
a) n =2

;=1,2,3,4

b) n =3

i

=1, 2, 3, ••• , 8

r; = r = ( -1) . (/11 + /12 + Al + .1 2) . (/11 + /13 + Al + .13) .
(/12 + /13 + .12 + .13) . (/11 + J12 + /13 + Al + .12 + .13)

If the

rj

are common, equation (3.17) reduces to

'I S j
.d

'~'.\'

=_J_

(3.18)

m

LSi
i=1

where

Sj represent states in the system.
Sj represent success states in the system.

In the next section, it will be shown that equation (3.18) applies to any system that
has a symmetric Markov graph.
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3.3 Steady-State System Availability for The Symmetric System

A Markov graph for any system can be classified as symmetric or asymmetric based
on the following definition.

Definition 2
A symmetric Markov graph is defined as a graph containing both J1 and A transitions
between any pair of nodes which communicate.
An asymmetric Markov graph is defined as a graph containing only J1
transitions between some pairs of nodes. In other words, the A transitions are missing
in these pairs of nodes due to the logic of the reliability block diagram for the
system.
The corresponding [TAl's for the Markov graph are called symmetric Markov
transition matrices and asymmetric Markov transition matrices respectively.

D

In some Markov graphs, a transition with failure Ai from a down state to
another down state is possible from the rule of state notation. However, the transition
does not exist due to the logic of RBD of the associated system. The non-existence
transition is called missing transition.
It is also possible to have sequential down state to down state transitions with
transition rates Ai't." ... , etc for some Markov graphs.
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Definition 3
The down state which has the fewest number of failure components in the sequence
of non-existence down state to down state transitions, say q components failed, is
called a minimal down state. A down state which has q+ 1 components failed is
called a non-minimal down state. A down state which has q+2 or more components
failed is called a cascade non-minimal down state or a non-minimal down state for

o

simplicity.

Definition 4
The states in a system are classified as:
Up state
(success state)
State

General down state

Down state
(fail state)

t

Minimal down state

(Cascade) Non-minimal down state

o

Definition 5 stage
In Markov graphs, a set of states which have the same number of success
components in each state are defined as a stage.
For a system with n components, state 1 is the only state in the system where
all component succeed. State 1 is defined as stage n. State 2 to state n+ 1 have n-l
good components in each state. They are defined as stage n-l.
In general, a state which has k good componenl'i belongs to stage k.

0
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Property 1
For any configuration which has no minimal down state to non-minimal down state
transitions, the corresponding Markov graph is symmetric.

0

This comes directly from Definition 3.

Hence, it is easy to verify the symmetric or asymmetric property of a system
by directly checking its corresponding Markov graph.

Property 2
The cofactor ami of determinant ITAMI is a polynomial with terms in /luAb where a
and b are non-negative integers, a+b

=m-l, and m is number of states in the system.
o

Since the elemenLIi of [TAM] are either zero or polynomials of J1 and A,
Property 2 comes directly from the definition of determinants.
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3.3.1 Relationships Between Cofactors of Symmetric

ITAMI

Theorem 1
The cofactors of a symmetric

ITAM I can be expressed as

'V ieM

a ml. =S"r
I

where m

(3.19)

the number of states in the system

M

a set of all states in the system

S·I

is defined in Definition 1. It is a function of state i .

r

is defined in Definition 1. It is a common factor for all cofactors am; .

It is a polynomial of 11. A with power m-n-l. n is the number of
components in the system.

o

[Pf.] See Appendix B.

Corollaryl
The symmetric

ITAMI has simple ratios between any pair of cofactors.

ami = Si
amj

Sj Remove common factor(s) between Sj and Sj
fori,je M

where S;. Sj are functions of state i and state j respectively.
[Pf.] See proof of Thm.l in Appendix B.

o
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3.3.2

System Configuration And Markov Graph

Based on the logic of the (RBD), a series system consists of two stages; stage

n and stage n-l. Stage n has one state only which is an up state. Stage n-l is a failed
stage. Hence, there is no minimal down state to non-minimal down state transitions
in the Markov graph. Hence, series systems have symmetric Markov graphs.
In parallel systems, there are n+ 1 stages in the Markov graph. Stages n, n-l,
... , 2 and 1 are all success stages. Stage 0 has only one state which is a down state.
Thus, it is impossible to have minimal down state to non-minimal state transition in
the Markov graph. Hence, parallel systems have symmetric Markov graphs.

Property 3
Every series system has a symmetric Markov graph.

o

Property 4
Every parallel system has a symmetric Markov graph.

o

Property 5
Every k out of 11 system has symmetric Markov graph.
This property is verified in Appendix A.

o
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3.3.3

Steady-State System Availability

From Theorem 1, the cofactors of ITAMI for a system with a symmetric Markov
graph can be expressed as

exInl. = S··
r
I

for i e M

From equation (3.9),

Corollary 2
For any system a with symmetric Markov graph, the steady-state system availability
can be expressed as

~Sj
Ass -- -,,-,
] -

(3.20)

LS;
;=1

where

j

represents success states

m

is the number of states in the system.

This is possibly the most important result of this research.

o
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3.4 Example

Example 3
Find the exact steady-state system availability for all the symmetric configurations
of three components.
Solution:
From the RBD of each configuration and equation (3.20), the Ass can be listed as:

RBD

Markov Graph

(1)

•Ii 1

S +S +S +S
1

234

(3 oul of3 )

(2)

S +S +S +S
I

2

3

4

S +S +S +S +S +.'1 +s
I

(2 OUI of3)

2

3

4

5

6

7
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RBD

Markov GrJlph

(3)

SI +S2 +S3 +S4 +S5 +S6 +S7
SI +S2 +S3 +S4 +S5 +S6 +S7 +S8

( lout of 3 )

(4)

S +S +S +S
I

2

3

.t

S +S +5' +S +5' +S
I

2

3

.t

(,

7

( Series-Parallel)

where,

Sl = JlIJ.L2P-J'

S2 = A,1J.L2P3 ,

S3 = J.LIA,2P3 ,

=JlIJl2A,3'
S7 =JlIA,2A,3'

Ss =A,1A,2J.L3'

S6 =A,1J.L2A,3'

S4

Ss

=A,1A,2A,3·

The Ass listed above can be verified by solving the co factors cxmi from ITAMI using
manual methods or using computer programs such as MACSYMA *.

* Note: MACSYMA is a computer software package of Symbolic Inc.

o
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CHAPTER 4

AN APPROXIMATE ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR STEADY-STATE
SYSTEM A VAILABILITY OF ASYMMETRIC SYSTEM

4.1 Asymmetric Markov Transition Graph

For symmetric Markov graphs, there is a common condition on the [TAl
that if fA(i,j)

= Ilk

then tAU,i)

= Ak . However,

in most large scale systems, the

Markov transition graph of the RBD is not completely symmetric. Some of the
elements in [TAl have fk(i,j)

=Ilk and fAU,i) = 0, instead of tAU,i) = Ak as in the

symmetric case. This type of Markov transition graph is defined as asymmetric.

The following RBD shows a simple example of an asymmetric Markov graph:
Example 4

RBD

Fig. 4.1 RBD of a three-component parallel-series system
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The corresponding

Markov

graph

(Self-transition

arcs

are

omitted

for

simplification.) :

x x
I

X
2 3

downs!.

Fig. 4.2 Markov graph of a three-component parallel-series system
Markov availability transition matrix :

1

2

-(AI + A2 + A3)
IJI
Al
-(III + A2 + A3)

[TA ]=

5

6

7

3

4

1J2

1J3

0

0

0

0

0

1'2

113

0

A2
A3

0

-(AI + 1J2 + A3)

0

I'I

0

0

0

-1J3

0

IJI

1J3
112

0

A2
A3

Al

0

-(IJI + 112)

0

0

0

0

0

0

-(IJI + 1J3)

0

0

0

A3

0

0

0

-(112 + 1J3)

(4.1 )

Notice that in the Markov graph, state 4 is a down state which indicates
system failure due to the x3 component failure. From the logic of the RBD, state 6
is also a down state. By the systems assumption, quiescent unit reliability is 1.
Therefore, the transition from state 4 to state 6 is impossible. For the same realion,
the transition from state 4 to state 7 is also impossible.
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When examining the corresponding [TAl, note that tA(4,6)=tLI' tA(6,4)=0 and
tA(4,7)=I12, tA(7,4)=0. The matrix [TAl is an asymmetric Markov transition matrix.

The cofactor ami in
CJ.71

ITAM Ican be found as:

=(/11/12J.13)(J.12J.1~ +... )
= (/11J.12J.13) (Polynomial of 30 terms)

=(J.11J.12/13) . rl
= Sirl
CJ.n= (}"ltL2J13) (/11/1~ +... )
= (}"1J12tL3) (Polynomial of 20 terms)

CJ.77 =

(J1I~A3) (/1~ /13 +... )

= (J1I~A3) (Polynomial of 10 terms)

=S7 r7
Si is a function of state i in the system by substituting

where

tLj for Xj and Aj for

xj

in the state's event notation

From equation (3.8), the steady-state system availability Ass is :

Lamj
A.'is

=

j

m

Lam;

;=1
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Thus,
Ass

= 1tl+ 1t2 + 1t3
= (Slrl+S2r2+S3r3) / (Sl r l+S 2r 2+ •••

+S7 r7)

= (Polynomial of 70 terms) / (Polynomial of 160 terms)

o

It is shown in Theorem 1 that for a symmetric system all the r;'s are equal

and cancel. Since the ri's for each cofactor in an asymmetric system are different,
they cannot be 'canceled out. Hence, the analytical solution of Ass for an
asymmetric Markov graph becomes very messy. The number of terms in the
polynomials of the numerator and denominator in Ass increases exponentially as the
number of system states increases.
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4.2 Approximate Method Development

Analysis of properties of the characteristic polynomials ri leads to the
development of an approximate solution for the steady-state system availability.
The determinant decomposition method by graph representation is applied in the
proofs of the theorems used in the approximate solutions.

Theorem 2
The cofactor ami in determinant

ITAM Ifor state i can be represented as ami = Si . rio

Si is defined in Definition 1. It is a function of state

rj

i.

is defined in Definition 1. It is a polynomial which contains terms of lP j1q .
The degree of each term in rj is p+q = (m-l}-n where n is the number of
components in the system and m is the number of states in the system.

0

Proof: see Appendix D.
Notice that the proof of Theorem 2 does not relate to the property of
symmetry of Markov graph. Therefore, Theorem 2 is applicable for both
symmetric and asymmetric systems.
Logically, it is possible to develop an exact solution for any asymmetric
system by using the method provided in the proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix D.
The enumeration of all possible tree structures for the sub-determinant of ami can
determine the terms in the polynomial of rj . However, the huge number of
combinations of tree structures is complicated and time consuming in large scale
systems. Therefore, Theorem 3 is developed to find an approximate solution which
is easy to calculate and has low estimation error.
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Example 5
State 4 in Example 4 is an minimal down state and state 6 and state 7 are nonminimal down states with regard to A} and A2 transitions respectively in the Markov

o

graph.

Definition 7 Prior states
Let state w be a state of stage L-1 in the Markov graph. State v is a state of stage L
and has transition of A to state w. State v is called the prior state of state w.

o
Definition 8 Unreachable state
An unreachable state is a state where the state event is not reachable from any of its
prior states in the system due to the fact that all of its prior states are down states.

o
Example 6
In the system of Fig. 4.1, the state XI X2X3 (defined as state 8) is an unreachable
state.
x x x

x x

123~

up 8t.

0, A" - ;,0

"I/' -

x 1 x 2 X3
up st.

V

X

12~

down st.

-'

(0

~ XIX2X~8'IX2X3
'.,

3

up st.

6

~

123

down st.

8

x x
1 2

down st.

.

X
3

unreachable st.

A~

A

xx ./

-------

v:;-\
\J

'0
V

xxx
123

dO\\ll st.

Fig. 4.3 Demonstration of an unreachable state
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Fig. 4.3 is a Markov graph from Fig. 4.2 with A. transitions only. States 5, 6
and 7 are prior states to state 8 (X)X2X3 ). Since all prior states of state 8 are down
states, the transitions from these prior states to state 8 are not possible. Thus, state 8

o

is an unreachable state.

An alternative way to determine the unreachable states is to use the concept
of cut set. If a system has cut sets C), C2 ,

•••

,Ck

,

an unreachable state is a state

whose state event representation consists of the same failure components from two
or more disjoint minimal cut sets of the system.

Example 7

SystemRBD

Cut Sets: CI ={XI ,X2 }, C2 ={X3 }, C3 ={xJ
State X)X2X3X4

is an unreachable state with two components X3 ' X4

failed; X3 from C2 and X4 from C3 •
State X)X2X3X4 is an unreachable state with three components XI' X2 , and

o
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Theorem 3
In an asymmetric Markov availability graph,
(i) Type I

rj

--

rj

can be classified into two types.

corresponds to all states in the system, excluding non-minimal

down state(s). These r;'s have covered all the terms in r with the highest degree
in 11 where r is from the corresponding symmetric Markov graph. Some of the
lower degree terms in 11 are missing from r. Assuming Ilj

»

~

for each

component, then rj ::::: r.
(ii) Type II rj -- corresponds to the non-minimal down state(s). These rj do not

contain all the terms in r with the highest degree in /.1.. In other words, some
terms in r with the highest degree in 11 are missing. By the previous
assumption that /.1j » Aj' the Type II rj has the property that rj < < r.

o
Proof: in Appendix D.

From equation (3.8) and Theorem 2, the steady-state system availability can be
expressed as :

~Sj' '1

= -=-i_ _

(4.2)

1/1

~ S"r:
~
I
I
j=J

where j
In

represents success states
is the number of states in the system.

From Theorem 3, assuming Ilj

» Aj for each component in the system, rj ::::: r for

all system states excluding non-minimal down states and ri

« r for all non-

minimal down states. For a general system, non-minimal down states have one or
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more failed components than up states or minimal down states in the system. The
value of S for non-minimal down state is much less than the value of S for up states
or minimal down states. The replacement of Sj'ri by Sj'r has very slight impact on
the result of Ass in equation (4.2). Therefore, it is reasonable to modify equation
(4.2) as

LSj'r
"" ..::.j-111

(4.3)

LSi· r
i=l

* represent this approximation of Ass.
Let Ass

Ass* =

LS,
. J
_J_
111

(4.4)

LSi
i=l
Equation (4.4) is the approximate form of system availability for systems
with asymmetric Markov graphs. It is also the exact form of system availability for
systems with corresponding symmetric Markov graphs.
Corollary
The steady-state system availability for a system with asymmetric Markov graph
can be expressed by an approximate analytical form as

where j represents up states and i represents all system states,

m is number of states in the system.

o
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4.3 Analytical Solutions for Various Networks

The analytical solutions for steady-state system availability for various system
configurations of 3-component and 4-component networks are summarized in the
following tables.
I. Three-Component Networks:

S factors for the
S]

=JI]112113'

3-componenL~

S2

networks are defined as

= A]112JI3'

S4 = J1]J12 A3'

Ss = 1.,]1.,2113'

S7 = J1]A2 A3.

Sg

I'ystem Configuration

S3 =JI]A2113'

=1.,]1.,21.,3'
Steady-state System Availability

Remark

(1)

Exact So.

S +S +S +S
1
2
3
4

(3 out of3 )

(2)
S +s +S +S
1

234

S +S +S +S +S +S +S
1

(2 out of3)

234

5

6

Exact So.
7
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System

C.onfi~uration

Steady-state System Availability

Remark

(3)
SI +S2 +S3 +S4 +S;,+S6+S 7

Exact So.

S +S +s +s +S +S +S +S

12345678

( 1 oul of 3 )

(4)
S +S +S +S
I

2

S +S

+~

I

3

2·3

4

Exact So.

+S +S +S
4

6

7

( Series-Parallel)

(5)

S +s +S

123

Approx. So.

S +S +S +S +S +S +S
I

2

345

6

7

( Parallel-Series)

Note: Exact solution is ahhreviated as Exact So.
Approximate solution is ahhreviated as Approx. So.
II. Four-Component Networks:
S factors for the 4-components networks are defined as

=J.11J.12J.1?J14 '
Ss =J.11J.12J.13 A4'
SI) =J.11A2 A3J.14'
S13 =AIA2J.13 A4'
Sl

= AIJ.12J.13J.14'
S6 =AIA2J.13J.14'
SIO =J.1 1A2J.13 A4'
S14 =AIJ.12 A3A4'
S2

=J.11A2J.13J.14'
S7 =AIJ.12 A3J.14,
SlI =J.11J.12 A3A4'
SIS =J.11A2 A3A4'
S3

=J.11J.12 A?J14,
SR =AIJ.12J.13A4'
S12 = AIA2 A3J.14'
S16 =AIA2 A3A4·
S4
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System Configuration

Steady-state System Availability

Remark

(1)
.'I

1

Exact So .

.'I +.'1 +S +.'1 +.'1

12345

(4 out of 4 )

(2)

S +.'1 +.'1 +.'1 +.'1 +.'1 +S +.'1 +.'1 +S

1234567K91O

+.'1

Exact So.
11

( 3 out of 4)

(3)
S +S +S +S +S +.'1 +S +S +S +S
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

S +S +S +S +S +S +S +S +S +S
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

K

9

R

10

+S

9

II

10

+S

+S

12

11

+S

13

+S

14

+S

Exact So.
15

( 2 out of 4 )

(4)

Exact So.

( lout of 4 )

S +S +S +S +SS
1

234

•

S +S +S +S +S < +S +S +S +S

1234.,7K9111

Exact So.
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System Configuration

Steady-state System Availability

(6~

~:::

Remark

Exact So.

Exact So.

S 1 +S2 +S3 +S 4 +S 6 +S 7 +S9

Approx. So.

S +S +S +s
1

2

3

4

S 1 +s,_ +S3 +S 4+s
. ,< +S7 +S8 +S 9 +S 10 +SI 1

(11)

S +S +S
1

2

Approx. So.

3

Approx. So.
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4.4 Evaluation of the Approximation Error

(I) Approximation Model

A;s = (Spl+Sp2+ • •• +Sp) I [(Spl+Sp2+ • •• +Spj)+(Sql+Sq2+ • •• +Sqk)

Spi

+(Svl+Sv2+ • •• +Sv[)]

(4.5)

= Representation of up state pi by substituting Jii for xi and Ai for

xi in

the state's event notation, pi =P l,p2, ... , pj.
Sqi

= Representation of down state qi (excluding non-minimal down states)
by substituting Jii for xi and Ai for

xi in the state's event notation,

qi = q l,q2, ... , qk.
Svi

= Representation of non-minimal down state vi by substituting Jii for xi
and Ai for

xi

in the state's event notation, vi = v!, v2, ... , vI.

j

=Total number of up states in the system.

k

= Total number of down states (excluding non-minimal down states) in
the system.

I

= Total number of non-minimal down states in the system.

m

=Number of states in the system.

j+k+l=m
Denote

=Spl+Sp2+
B =Sql+Sq2+

A

• •• +S .
PJ

• •• +Sqk

C = Sl'l+Sl'2+ • •• +Svi
(4.6)
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Then,

A* =
A
ss A+B+C

(4.7)

(II) Exact solution of Ass
Denote the exact solution of steady-state system availability as Ass, then,
Ass = (SpI rpI+ ••• +Spj rp) I [(SpI rpI+ ••• +Spj rp)+(SqI rqI +

••• +Sqk rqk)
(4.8)

Let

=r -

rpi

for pi =pl, p2, ... , pj

Arqi = r - rqi

for qi =ql, q2, ... , qk

Arpi

From Theorem 3,
rpI < r • ••• , rpj < r.

and

r

qI

< r •••
•

Thus, it is reasonable to assume
Arpi

===

Arqi

===

Ar

where Ar > 0, Ar « r
for pi =pl,p2, ... ,pj and qi =ql, q2, ... , qk
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Therefore,

rpj = r-..1rpj ::::: r-..1r
rq}= r-..1rq} ::::: 1'-..11'

(4.9)
Also, from Theorem 3,

rl'1 «1', ••• , rvl«

r

(4.10)

Let
for vi =vl, v2, ... , vI
and

..11"

=Min

(4.11)

..1rvi
where ..11" > 0

and

..11":::::

e

l'

Substitute equations (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10) into equation (4.8) yield

Ass::::: [(Spl+Sp2+ ••• +Sp) ( l' - ..11')] / [(Spl+Sp2+ ••• +Sp) ( l' - ..11')
l't

+(Sq}+Sq2+ ••• +Sqk) ( ,. - ..11')+

L Sv; . (r -

v;=vl

:::::

A(r -..11')

-----~---:vt,..-'-----

(A + B )( r - ..1r) +

L Sv; . (1' - ..1rvi )
vi=vl

L\rv;) ]

(4.12)
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Denote

A(r-L1r)
(A + B)(r - L1r) + C(r - L1r')

Ass' = -------'---'-----

(4.13)

From the definition of C and equation (4.11),
C ( r - L1r' ) >

vI

L Svi . (r vi=vl

!1rvi)

Compare equations (4.12) and (4.13),
(4.14)
Furthermore, C represents the sum of S values of non-minimal states.
The degree of A in the terms of C is higher than the degree of A in the terms of
A and B.

Also, ( r - L1r' ) < ( r - L1r ). Therefore,
C ( r - L1r' ) « (A+B ) ( r - L1r )

The values of the denominators in equations (4.12) and (4.13) are
approximately equal. Thus,
(4.15)

(III) Lower Bound of Ass
From equation (4.13),

A . .' =
lili

A(r-L1r)
(A + B+ C)(r - L1r) - C(L1r' -L1r)

(4.16)

From equations (4.7) and (4.16),

Ass'

.<s ""

(A+B+C)(r-L1r)
(A+B+C)(r-L1r)-C(L1r'-L1r)

(4.17)
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Ar' > Ar. Also, from the definition of C,

From Theorem 3,

C>0 .

Equation (4.17) implies Ass' / A:~ > 1. Thus,
* <Ass '
Ass

Apply equation (4.14),

Thus, the approximate value A;s is a lower bound for the exact solution Ass.
This is possibly the second most important result of this research.

(IV) Evaluation of relative error of the approximation method
Define, E = relative error of estimation

*
_ As,~ - Ass

(4.18)

~rs

From equation (4.15),
,
*
E == Ass - ,Ass
Ass

(4.19)

From equation (4.17),
E==

C(Ar'-Ar)
(A + B+ C)(r-Ar)

Since Ar«
then,

(r - Ar) == l'
E==

Ar', and .1r' = e r

r, Ar «
,

(.11" - .11') == .11" ==

c·er
(A+B+C)'r

==

8C

(A+B+C)

er

,
(4.20)
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For general reliability block diagrams, non-minimal down states usually
have two or more failed components in the system. The E value is about

(AI/1) 2. For (AlJ.1)

::=

0.01, the error of approximate solution is about 10-4 or

less of the exact solution.

Example 8
Refer to the RBD of Example 4,
E

8C
(A+B+C)

::=----

::=

[e(AIJ.12 A3 + J.11~A3)] / [(/11/12/13+AIJ.12J.13+J.11~3)
+ (/11/12A3+AI~3) + (AIJ.12A3+/1I~A3)]

Assume Aj« /1j for j

= 1,2,3

and Al

=A2 =A3'

J.11

=/12 =/13 '

then,

Assume

A=O.Ol/1

then,

E::= 0.0001

For

e

e = 0.1

E::= 0.00001

o
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4.5 Numerical Examples

Example 9
For n=3, RBD as in Example 4
Let J11=0.1,

A1=0.001,

P2=0.3,
~=0.002,

J13=0.2
A3=0.0Q3,

1.) verify property of'i

2.) compare Ass by the approximate method and A;~ of exact solution

Solution:
1.) '1 = 0.061417
'2

= 0.060810

'3

= 0.061050

'4 = 0.061868
'5

= 0.060870

'6

= 0.040540

'7

= 0.024420

Note that,

, = 0.061868 for the equivalent symmetric system.

This shows'1 ;::: '2;::: '3 ::: "4 ;:::'5 :::,.
and

'6«',"7 « ,
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2.) (a)

A:s of the approximate method
*

SI +S2 +S3

Ars= SI + s2 + S3 + S4 + Ss + S6 + S7
= (J11J12J13 +A,1J12J13+J11 A,2J13) 1(J11J12J13 +A,1J12J13+J11 ~J13+J11J12A,3

+A,l ~3+A,1J12A,3+J11 A,2A,3)

A;s = 0.985158029
(b) Ass of exact solution
-- solving [TAM] matrix of order 7 with success states 1t1, 1t2 and 1t3
Ass = 0.985158586

(c) Relative Error of the Approximate Solution
E=

As.r - Ass*

5.66

X

10-7

o

Ass

Example 10
For 5 componenLIi bridge system,
RBD

Let 111=0.2,

J12=1,

A,I =0.0007, A,2=O.002,
1.)

J13=0.5,

114=0.1,

115=0.8

A,3=0.004,

A,4=0.0005,

A,5=0.003

verify property of ri

2.) compare Ass by the approximate method and A:S of exact solution
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Solution:
1.) State;

State Event

n·I

r·I

Up/Down State

1

xlx2x 3x 4x S

0.978053892

-560.50

up

2

xlx2 x 3x 4 x S

0.003667704

-560.50

up

3

xlx2 X3X 4 x S

0.004890361

-560.51

up

4

xlx2 x 3x 4x S

0.007824398

-560.50

up

5

xlx2 x 3x 4 x S

2.93375E-05

-560.42

up

6

xlx2 x 3X 4 x S

3.9053E-05

-559.51

up

7

xlx2 x 3X4 x S

0.001956109

-560.50

up

8

xlx2 x 3X4 x S

7.33319E-06

-560.33

up

9

xl X2 X3X 4 x S

9.76623E-06

-559.68

up

10

xl X2 X3 x 4x S

1.56467E-05

-560.42

up

11

xlx2 x 3x 4 x S

5.86443E-08

-560.13

up

12

Xlx2x3x4xS

0.00342321

-560.51

up

13

xl x2 X3X4X S

1.28256E-05

-560.01

up

14

Xl x2 X3X 4 x S

1.70763E-05

-559.20

up

15

Xl x2 X 3x 4x S

2.73626E-05

-560.03

up

16

Xl x2 X 3X 4 x S

1.36248E-07

-557.72

up

17

xlx2 X3X 4 x S

1.84221E-05

-563.06

down

18

xlx2 X 3X 4 x S

9.42079E-OS

-359.92

N. down·

19

Xlx2 x 3x 4 x S

1.73534E-OS

-265.20

N. down

20

xlx2 x 3x 4 x S

7.S1464E-OS

-559.S0

down

21

xlx2 x 3x 4 x S

1.22176E-ll

-23.34

N. down

22

xIX2 X3X 4 x S

5.25177E-08

-458.62

N. down

75

23

Xlx2X3x4XS

1.02646E-07

-560.23

down

24

Xlx2X3X4XS

2.55465E-I0

-278.86

N. down

25

Xl X2X3X4xS

6.87542E-06

-562.88

down

26

Xl X2X3x4XS

1.53963E-08

-336.13

N. down

27

Xl X2X3X4xS

3. 15882E-08

-517.22

N. down

28

Xl X2X3 x4xS

3.86507E-08

-395.53

N. down

29

Xl X2X3 x4XS

1.64204E-ll

-44.81

N. down

30

Xl X2X3 X4xS

1.51386E-1O

-309.84

N. down

(*) Note: Down denotes down states excluding non-minimal down states.

N. down denotes non-minimal down state.

Note that,
r

=-573.13 for the equivalent symmetric system.

This shows that rj:::; r for state i is an up state or a down state excluding
non-minimal down state.
Also, rj« r for state i being a non-minimal down state.
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2.) (a) ~s of the approximate method
From equation (4.4),

LSj

A;s =

-In- = 0.999974270642
LSi
;=1

(b) Ass of exact solution
-- solving

[TAM]

matrix of order 30 with success states 1tl, 1t2,

••• ,1t16

Ass = 0.999974271190

(c) Relative Error of Approximate Solution

*

E = ~.~ - Ass

o

5.500142 X 10- 10

~s

Example 1I
A large scale system from the paper (Hwang, Tillman, and Lee, 1981) is selected
for system availability evaluation.
The RBD of a ten-component system is

S=l

T=8
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Assign Jli and Ai for each component in the system:
i

Jli

A·I

1
2
3

0.3
2
10
0.06
0.009
0.075
0.004
0.8
0.036
0.01

0.02
0.1
0.4
0.003
0.0007
0.008
0.0001
0.006
0.0015
0.0009

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Results from the computer programs are as follows:
1) Total number of states in the system
Number of up states
Number of down states

= 352
= 132
= 220

2) Approximate Solution
Ass *

=0.988092296515

3) Exact Solution
Ass

=0.988168097089

4) Relative Error
E =7.67 x 10 -5

0
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4.6 Comparison of Various Approximate Methods

Numerical results from the modified method of Raghavendra and Makam
and the method of Modarres which have been discussed in Chapter 2 and the
approximate method of this research are compared with the exact solution for the
same network. Two examples are presented as following.

1) A Five-Component Bridge Network
The five-component bridge system in Section 4.5, Example 10 is selected for
comparison. Results from the modified method of Raghavendra and Makam
and the approximate method of this research are compared. The method of
Modarres is not compared in this example as it is not applicable to bridge
networks. Three different sets of component failure rates and repair rates for
the RBD are presented to evaluate the trend of relative error vs. the value of
system availability.
Component failure rates and repair rates:
(2)

(1)

0.002 < (A; / 1.1;) < 0.008

(3)

0.167 < (A.;lI.1;) < 1.083

i

1.1;

'A..I

i

1.1;

1
2
3
4
5

0.2
1
0.5
0.1
0.8

0.0007
0.002
0.004
0.0005
0.003

1
2
3
4
5

0.3
2
0.7
0.4
0.6

'A..I
0.05
0.4
0.35
0.075
0.65

0.45 < (A;lI.1;) < 1.875
i

1.1;

1

0.3
2
0.7
0.4
0.6

2
3
4
5

'A..I
0.5
0.9
0.35
0.75
0.65
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Results:

Enn
E

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.999974270
0.999974271

0.875054296
0.876768285

0.494552723
0.529374791

0.999974271

0.883718650

0.565784421

11.9 x 10- 10
5.5 X lO- lD

9.80 X 10-3
7.86 X 10-3

12.59 X 10-2
6.44 X 10-2

Note: Ass-nn* is the approximate steady-state system availability based on
the modified Raghavendra-Makam method.
A.fs *

is the solution from the approximate method of this research.

Ass

is the exact solution

Enn

is the relative error of the modified Raghavendra-Makam
method.
- A.fS
Eml-

E

-.<

• s-nll

Ass

the relative error of the approximate method of this research.

The resull<; demonstrate that the approximate method of this research yields
better resull<; than the modified method of Raghavendra-Makam in terms of the
relative error comparison for the above example. The relative errors of both
methods improved as the ratio of t..j / J1j become smaller and less than 1.
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2) A Nine-Component Series-Parallel Network

A nine-component network with serial-parallel structure is selected for
evaluation. Results from the modified method of Raghavendra and Makam,
method of Modarres and the approximate method of this research are
compared.
The RBD of the system,

S=l

T=6

3

Component failure rates and repair rates:

(2)

(1)

0.005 < (A; / J.l;) < 0.075
i

1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

IJ.;
0.2
0.133
0.133
0.167
0.167
0.133
0.133
0.2
0.2

A·I
0.001
0.01
0.01
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

(A;ill)

(3)

=0.1

(A; / J.l;)

=0.01

i

J.l;

A·I

i

IJ.;

A·I

1
2
3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

1
2
3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

4
5
6
7
8
9

4
5
6
7
8
9
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Results from the computer programs and calculations are as follows:
1) Total number of states in the system = 240

Number of up states

= 135

Number of down states

= 105

2) Approximate Solutions and Relative Errors
(1)

(2)

(3)

ASS-I/l *
ASS-nil *
A.U *

0.998623118
0.998959935
0.998989187

0.963751442
0.980902207
0.981986618

0.999794716
0.999800116153
0.999801143741

Ass

0.998989895

0.982034265

0.999801143587

Em
Enn
E

3.67
2.99
7.08

1.86 X 10-2
1.15 X 10-3
4.85 X 10-5

6.43 X 10- 6
1.03 X 10-6
1.54 X 10- 10

Note:

Ass-m*

X
X
X

10-4
10-5
10-7

is the approximate steady-state system availability based on
the Modarres method.

Em

is the relative error of the Modarres method.
E =
m

A

ss

_.1*

"ss-m

.1
• ':ss

This result demonstrates that the approximate method of this research
yields hetter result than the modified method of Raghavendra-Makam and
method of Modarres in terms of the relative error comparison for different sets
of component failure rates and repair rates in the above example.
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The data in set (1) have various ratios Ai / Ili from 0.005 to 0.075 for the
components in the network. The data in set (2) have ratios Ai / Ili

=0.1. The

data in set (3) have ratios A;llli = 0.01.
Comparing the relative errors of system availability estimations for the
nine-component network with failure rates and repair rates of set (2) and (3),
the relative errors of each of the three approximate methods increase as the
ratios Ai / Ili increase. When the ratio A.i / Ili increases to 0.1 from 0.01, the
approximate method suggested in this research still has a low relative error of
4.85xlO-5 compared with 1.15xlO-3 for modified Raghavendra-Makam method
and 1.86xlO-2 for Modarres method.
It should be noted that the modified method of Raghavendra-Makam and

the method of Modarres can not predict the estimation errors of the
approximate solutions. The approximate method suggested by this research can
predict the estimation error from the value of Ai / Ili . The approximate solution
of this research is very close to the exact solution and is also a lower bound for
the exact solution.
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CHAPTERS

DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT FOR STEADY-STATE
SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

In general, steady-state system availability can not be expressed in terms of steadystate component availability. The way to analyze system availability is to work
directly in terms of components' failure rates and repair rates.

5.1 Important Components for System Availability Improvement

From equations (3.17) and (4.4), approximate steady-state system availability can be
expressed by

(5.1)

where i represents states in the system,
j represents success states, and

m is the number of states in the system.
Equation (5.1) can be extended to
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G+B

T

(5.2)

where k represents down states

T=G+B

The A*ss is a function of 11; and A;. The first partial derivative of A*ss w.r.t. A; (or 11;
) represents the increasing or decreasing rate of A\s with respect to component's
failure rate or repair rate. From equation (5.2),

dA:'t = _12 (B ru
dA'I T
dA'I

_G dB)
dA'I

(5 .•3)

for i = 1,2, ..., n

=number of components in the system
The smaller negative value of dA;tl dA; the larger increase in A\.t by improving A; .
n

The larger positive value of dA.:'Jdll; the larger increase in A*ss by improving 11; .
Equations (5.3) and (5.4) can be applied to determine the most effective
component for improving A; (or 11;). Thus achieving best system availability
improvement.

8S

Definition 9 The Most Important Component to increase Ass
For a repairable system with the initial design parameters iti and Ili '
(1) the most important component (j), with respect to component failure rate, is the

component which satisfies

(S.S)
i = 1,2, ••• , n

for

j= i*
(2) the most important component (k), with respect to component repair rate, is the

component which satisfies
(S.6)
i = 1,2, . . . , n

for

o

k= i*

Once the component is selected, the improvement factor

~~

or

~Ilk

can be

determined based on engineering and cost consideration. A new value of iti or Il'k '
where

it'·} = it·LU·'}
'}
,
J1 k =11k + ~J1k'
can be applied to equation (S.l) to evaluate the improved system availability A ss-l
If

A ss - l ;;:: Ass-goal'

reached. If A ss- l <

A.~s-goal '

•

the mission of system availability improvement is

a second component can be selected based on the new

important components list from equations (S.3) to (S.6) with the new parameter iti or
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,
/.1 k

•

Continue the selection of important components and the evaluation of the

improved

Ass until

the system availability reaches or exceeds Ass-goal.
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5.2 System Availability Improvement for Series Systems

The RBD for a n-component series system is

---{3]---{3J- . . . . . . . -f3JFrom equations (5.3) and (5.4),

dAss = Ass2
dA'I
dAss
~Il.

=.Ii

I'sS

.(-1)

(5.7)

(~)
2

(5.8)

2.

at-I

f.1.I

f.1i

for

i = 1,2, ••• , n

I

I

From equations (5.7) and (5.8), if Ai« J.1i ' then dAssldAi > IdAs.Jdf.1;i and the
component based on failure rate improvement will be in the highest position on the
important components list. The important components based on repair rate
improvement will be at less important positions on the list.

Design guide lines can be developed as the following:

Design Rule 1 (Series System)
(1) For most of practical situations, Ai« f.1i ' it is more effective to improve

to improve f.1i .

Ai than
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(2) The most important component by component failure rate for system availability
improvement is the component which has the worst repair rate (Le. the smallest
value of J1).
(3) If the value of repair rates of each component in the system are close, Le. J1i "" J1j
for i :t: j, the most important component by component repair rate for system
availability improvement is the component that has the worst failure rate ( i.e.
the largest value of Ai)'

0
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5.3 System Availability Improvement for Parallel Systems

For n

=3, RBD is

~i: =

;!

[(AI A2)(J.LIJ.L2I13 + AIJ.L2I13 + J.LI A2I13 + AI A2I13)]

aa~s = ~[(AIA2A3)(J.L2I13 + AzJ.L3 + /12A3+ A2A3)]
111

T

where

Since A s.f of parallel systems can be represented by component's steady-state
availability Ai ' an alternative approach can be applied to find important component
by taking partial derivative of Ass w.r.t. Ai .
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For n =3, parallel system,
from Raghavendra and Makam (1986), equation (2.2) can be written as

Ass = 1-(I-Al)(I-~)(I-A3)
where A
,

= II·+A·
Ili

i =1,2,3

,

,..."

dAss = I - Ass
dA2 I-A2

In general, for n-component parallel system,

Ass = 1-(I-Al)(I-~) ... (1-~)
dAss = I - Ass > 0
dA;
I-A;

(5.9)

for

Ai

* 0 and J.li is finite

i = 1,2, ••• , n

The most important component is the component which satisfies

(5.10)

i = 1,2, ••• , n
Thus, the component with the highest steady-state availability in the parallel system
is the most effective in improving system availability.
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Design Rule 2 (Parallel system)
Among the components in a parallel system, the most important component for
improving steady-state system availability is the component which has the best
steady-state availability in the system.
Upgrading the failure rate and I or repair rate of the most important
component gives the best effect on improving steady-state system availability.

0
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5.4 System Availability Improvement for General Systems

For a general system, its steady-state system availability has either an exact
solution or an approximate solution in the form of equation (5.1). It is difficult to
develop design rules for general systems due to the complicated terms in equations
(5.3) and (5.4).
However, the equations (5.3) and (5.4) can still provide good guide lines to
select important components by component's failure rate or repair rate. The
computer programs developed in Chapter 6 can help reliability engineers identify
system's up states and down states. The numerical value of steady-state system
availability also can be found conveniently by inputting values of ~i and Ai to the
computer program. Therefore, the order of important components based on the
values of ~i and Ai can be listed as a guide line, with considerations from engineering
and cost aspeclli.
By following the iteration procedure in section 5.1, the goal of system
availability can be reached effectively. The following example shows the procedure
for system availability improvement.
Example 12
The parallel-series system with RBD

=0.1,
Al =0.005,

and initial design parameters ~1

=0.3,
A2 =0.007,
~2

=0.5,
A3 =0.002,
~3
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has an approximate steady-state system availability Ass* = 0.994,939.
Find an effective method to improve the steady-state system availability to a
minimum requirement of 0.997 by improving the component's failure rate(s) and / or
repair rate(s).
Solution:
(1) From equation (5.2),

A *_G_ G
ss -T-G+B

where G = 111112113 + ).,1112113 + IlI A2J13
B = 1l1J12 A3 + AI).,2113 + A1112).,3 + 111).,2 A3
T=G+B
Given the initial design parameters,
G = 0.0161, B = 0.000,081,9, T = 0.016,181,9

As/ =0.994,939
Apply equations (5.3) and (5.4),

dAss
dA

*

I

dA *

=_0.205, ~:* =- 0.150,

~=

0.010,

dA *

~=

dill

dll2

0.004,

dA *
d~': = - 1.980,
*

dAss
dJ13

=

0.008

Therefore, the important components list by following the order of
importance is A3, AI,

"-2,

JlI, Jl3, and Jl2·
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(2) Select A3 for system availability improvement by
-- upgrading A3 to its best level proven by engineering tests and checking that the
budget limit can be met.
-- assuming that the new A3 value is A3' = 0.001.
The new set of design parameters are

=0.1,
Al =0.005,
III

112 =0.3,
~

113 =0.5

=0.007,

A3 =0.001.

Re-calculate the value of G, B, and T
G

=0.016,1,

B =0.000,049,7, T

=0.016,149,7

The improved system availability in the first iteration is
A ss - I *

=G I T =0.996,923

The goal of system availability is Ass-goal = 0.997.
Since A ss- I * < Ass-goal, a second improvement iteration is needed. Substitute the
new design parameters into equations (5.3) and (5.4),

dA *
d~: = - 0.206,

a

a~s* =0.0103.

dA *

dPI

*

;:~ =- 0.151,

:'I

.~s

=0.0035.

dP2

aLl *

-~-''-~ = -

dA,3

I 988

.,

dA *

~=0.0040

dP3

The important components list:

A3' AI' A2' Ill' 1l3' and 1l2·
The most important component is still component #3. Since A3 has been
improved to the limit of the component capability in the first iteration, the
second choice on the important components list, AI' can be considered for the
system availability improvement in the next iteration.
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(3) Select Al for system availability improvement by
-- upgrading

Al to its best level proven by engineering tests and checking that the

budget limit can be met.
-- assuming the new Al value is AI' = 0.0005.
The new set of design parameters are

=0.1,
112 =0.3,
Al =0.0005, A.z =0.007,
III

113 = 0.5,

A3 =0.001.

Re-calculate the value of G, B, and T
G =0.015,425, B =0.000,032,6, T

=0.015,457,6

The improved system availability in the second iteration is
Ass-2*

=G I T =0.997,891

The goal of system availability is Ass-goal = 0.997.
Since Ass-2 * > Ass-goal, the goal of steady-state system availability is reached.
The new design parameters will be used as a process specification to control and
assure system availability.

D
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the conclusions of the research documented in
chapters one through five. The importance of system availability analysis in the
manufacturing and service industries is well known. There are many well defined
methods such as state enumeration, decomposition, structure function, and Markov
models used in studying system reliability. Most of the methods used in system
reliability analysis can not be applied to the analysis of system availability.
However, Markov models can be applied in both reliability and availability studies.
The solution of simultaneous linear equations from Markov models is hard to obtain
for large scale systems as the number of systems states increases exponentially with
the number of the components in the system. This results in an almost impossible
situation when trying to find the analytical solutions for steady-state availability.
The exact analytical solutions for steady-state system availability of systems
with symmetric Markov transition graphs are presented in this research. The k out of
n systems are verified as systems with symmetric Markov graphs. In general, many

systems have asymmetric Markov graphs by the RBD of the systems. Approximate
solutions developed for asymmetric systems in this research are the exact analytical
solutions for artificial systems with corresponding symmetric Markov graphs. The
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estimation error of the approximate solutions are verified at low levels. The
developed analytical solutions can be derived from systems' RBD's and Markov
transition graphs. The calculation of the solutions involves only algebraic operations
on component failure rates and repair rates.
The analytical solutions provide effective ways for reliability engineers to
analyze and improve system's availability design. The solutions also serve as
powerful tools for understanding the complexity of system availability in large scale
systems.

Recommendations

A major aspect of system availability analysis which is not addressed in this
thesis is that of state-dependent component failure rates and repair rates. The graphic
techniques developed in this study provide a potential tool to identify the properties
of Markov transition matrices with state-dependent transition rates. The techniques
may be helpful in finding the exact and/or approximate solutions.
Further research should be conducted to investigate better approaches to the
iteration procedure used in availability design improvement. Those approaches
should have smaller number of iterations needed to reach the goal of system
availability.
The developed analytical solutions can also help reliability engineers in
studying other interesting fields in system availability such as MTBF of the system,
growth of system availability, etc.
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Obviously, the computer programs associated with each of the applications
could be improved; particularly the program for iterative procedure in availability
design improvement.
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APPENDIX A

VERIFICATION OF PROPERTY 5

Property 5
Every k out of n system has a symmetric Markov graph.
The states in stage k for k

= 0,1,2,

o

... ,n in the Markov graph for n

components in parallel represent all the possible states which have k components
operating out of n components in the system.
Markov graphs for k out of n systems can be derived from the Markov
graph for the system with n components in parallel by removing all the states in
stage k-2 to stage O. Fig. A-I shows the Markov graph for a k out of n system.
For an n component parallel system, the states of the system can be
classified into stage n, stage n-l, ... and stage O. Since at least k components must
operate for success in a k out of n system, states in the stage n to stage k are all up
states.
The states in stage k-l are all down states as there are k-l operating
components in each of the states where k-l is less than the required minimal k
operating components. Also, states in stage k-2 to stage 0 are down states.
By the assumption of zero failure rate of quiescent components, it is
impossible to have a transition from any state in stage k-l to any state in stage k-2.
Hence, states in stage k-2 can be removed from the corresponding Markov graph
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for the n-component parallel system. Similarly, states in stage k-3 to stage 0 are
also unreachable and can be removed from the parallel system Markov graph.

Sucess Stales

Fail Stales

I
Stage

l!

n compo
sucess

o compo
fail

n-/

n-2

Ii.

Icl

II-J compo
sucess

n-2 compo
sucess

k compo
sucess

k-J compo
sucess

I compo
fail

2 compo
fail

II-k compo

n-k+/

fail

fail

compo

Fig. A-I Markov transition graph for a k out of n system

It is clear from Fig. A-I that there is no upper down state to lower down

state transition in the Markov graph of the k out of n system. Since all
communications are two-way in the Markov graph of k out of n system, the
Markov graph is symmetric.

o
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APPENDIX B

(I) PROOF OF THEOREM 1 BY GRAPH METHOD

Graph Representation Technique For Determinant Operations

In the following section, a technique is developed to obtain the ratio of a"y to ami
directly from the symmetric Markov graph of the system. The following properties
of cofactor allli are useful for graph representation in matrix operation.

Property B-1
Let allli and a"y be cofactors of ITAMI. The signs in front of determinant
expressions of the cofactors are always opposite after shifting the unique columns
of allli and a"y to the first column position of the cofactors.
The unique column of ami is the column in allli which is different from any
column in alllj. The unique column of a"v is the column in a,,1j which is different
from any column in allli .

o

Denote Ck as a column in the cofactor allli. The entries in Ck represent
transition rates from state k to its neighbor nodes in the Markov graph. C k is
derived from column k of ITAMI.
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Property B-1 can be verified by using the facts that : if j > i ,
(1)

Column C i of amj will be at the i

th

column in amj and column Cj of ami will

be at the (j-l ) th column in ami. Ci and Cj are unique columns of amj and
ami respectively.

(2)

It takes i-I shifts to move C i to the first column position in amj. Similarly,
it takesj-2 shifts to move Cj to the first column position in ami. Every shift
of a column in a determinant changes the value of the determinant by
multiplying (-1).

x (m-l) determinants.

(3)

The cofactors are (m-l)

(4)

The ratio of coefficients in front of the determinant expressions of amj and
ami equals -1 as:

(_1)[(111+ j)+(i-1)]-[(III+i)+(j-2)]

=

-1

Similarly, the result is the same for the case of i > j . Hence, the signs in
front of the determinant expressions of ami and amj are opposite.

Definition B-1 (shortest path from node i to node j )
In a symmetric Markov graph, a transition sequence from node i to node j which
has the smallest number of transitions is called the shortest path from node i to
nodej.

o

Example B-1
Compare ratios of forward transition rates to backward transition rates from node i
to node j by the shortest path and a non-shortest path.
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Eruh..l

Path 2

x l x2x 3

x l x2x 3

xI x2x 3
xlx2~

x l x2x3

x x x
l 2 3

The transition sequence from node i to j can be path 1 i-a-j or path 2 i-b-c-d-j
or other possible paths in the Markov graph. However, due to the characteristic of
Markov models, any transition can change only one component state at a time. If
state i is

xlx2x3 and state j is xl X2x3, the smallest number of changes will involve

xl and x2 only. Any additional interim change(s), such as in path 2, where x3 was
changed to

x 3 (i to b)

and then changed back to X3 (d to j), will extend the path

from i toj.
In paths 1 and 2, the key transitions are /11 and A.2. By following the path and
using the forward transition rates (from state i to j) as the numerator and the
backward transition rates as the denominator, the non-key transition rates can be
canceled out in path 2.
path 1:

l:!i. ,1.2
AI 112

Thus, the ratio obtained from a non-shortest path is always the same as the ratio
from the shortest path.

o
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Property B-2 can be verified from the fact that the non-key transitions always
have a pair of Ak and 11k on the path from node i to node j.

Property B-2
For a system with a symmetric Markov graph, the ratio of forward transition rates
to backward transition rates from state i to state j is always equal to the ratio found
from the shortest path between these two states. Let F denote the ratio. F can be
expressed in terms of state representation Si and Sj .

F = Product of forward transition rates from node; to nodej

Product of backward transition rates from nodej to node;
_ xlx2", xn
xlx2"' xn Xj=J.Lj. Xj=Aj

(B-1)

s·

=-1-

S·,

where

the denominator and numerator in F with x and

x expressions

denote state events for state; and state j respectively.

The following is an example of a two-component system:
Let

XIX2

represent state; and

XIX2

represent state j .

By definition,
S·,

=xIx.,- IXl=J.Ll • X2=J.L2 =11111.,-

0
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The graph representation for transition from state i to state j is :

(Q)"
xl x2

A.I

( j
'J)

III

xl x2

The forward transition rate from node i to node j is Al which corresponds to

xl in the state event of node j. Similarly, b~ckward transition rate of j

to i is III

which corresponds to xl in the state event of node i. x2 is common to both state i
and statej.
Thus,
S·
=-L

Sj

This is the relation shown in equation (B-1).

Properties B-3 and B-4 can be demonstrated by using the properties of the
Markov Availability Transition Matrix and the properties of determinants.

Property B-3 (Multiplication Factor)
For cofactor allY of a system with a symmetric Markov graph, the transition rate
from state i to state k in the column C j of allY can be eliminated by multiplying all
entries in column Ck of allY by a factor 11 and adding the corresponding entries of
Ck to C j • The value of the cofactor allY remains unchanged.
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The multiplication factor il is the forward transition rate (from state i to
state k) divided by a backward transition rate (from state k to state i). The
relationship can be interpreted by the following graph for CJ.mj :

The multiplication factor:

il = a / b .

o

Property B-4 (Sequential multiplication factor)
Sequentially adding the entries in column Ck multiplied by multiplication factor il
to the entries in column C; and adding the entries in column C[ multiplied by
multiplication factor h to the entries in column C; , will eliminate the transition
rates which represent the two-way transitions between states i and k and the twoway transitions between states k and I in column C; .
The multiplication factors il and h can he found from nodes i, k, and I in
the Markov graph of the system.

il

=a/b

h=(a/b)· (c/d)
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The resulting entries in Cj of CXmj will contain (1) the transition rates among
state i and its neighbor states (except state k), (2) the transition rates among state k
and its neighbor states (except states i and I) multiplied by factor fl' and (3) the
transition rates among state I and its neighbor states (except state k) multiplied by
factor h. The transitions of the two-way communication between pairs of nodes
from node i to node 1 will be canceled out.
The value of CXmj after this operation remains unchanged.

Example B-2
Consider a system with two components,

Xl

and x2' in parallel.

The Markov graph is :

The modified Markov availability transition matrix is:

st. 1

-(A) + A2)

/TAM/=

A)
A2
1

Find the ratio of (X43' (X42 .

3

2
/1)
-(/1) + A2)
0

1

/12
0

4
0

/12
-(AI + /12) /1)
1

o
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Solution:
Compare the cofactors (X42 and

(X43 '

C3

C4

Jl2

0

o

Jl2
-(AI + Jl2) JlI

~

C4

JlI
0
-(JlI + A2) Jl2

o

JlI

Columns C I and C4 are the common columns for the cofactors. C3 is a unique
column for (X42 and C2 is a unique column for

(X43.

Adjust the unique column to the first column position of each cofactor by
shifting the unique column:

C3
cx42

=(-1)·

q

C4

-(AI +A2) 0
o
Al
112
-(AI + Jl2)
A2
III
112

(B-2)

q
C4
-(AI + A2) 0
Al
A2

Notice that signs before the determinant expressions of
opposite (Property B-l).

(B-3)

112
JlI
CX42

and

CX43

are
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The multiplication factors and the ratio of amj / ami can be found from the
Markov graph as follows:
i)

The Markov graph of the system can be decomposed into two subgraphs, subgraph A and sub-graph B.
(a) Subgraph A represents the unique column (C3) in a42 .

Subgraph A

Note: The double circled node denotes the unique column.
(b) In a43, node 2 represents the unique column C2 and node 3 represents an
absorption state. Subgraph B representing transitions of each state in a43
can be derived by removing the outgoing arcs of node 3 from the Markov
graph of the system.

Subgraph B

ii) From subgraph B, the multiplication factor I}

= ~l I A}

for C 1 can be found

from the ratio of the forward transition rate and the backward transition rate of
node 2 to node 1 (Property B-3). The relation between the graph and
corresponding column operation in a43 is shown below.
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!1

\ltr---~}

e;

ell

Similarly, from Property B-3 multiplication factor h =

A.z I 112 for C4 can be

identified from the ratio of forward transition rate and backward transition rate
of node 2 to node 4. The graph relation is shown below.
I.?

..--t-;::-)
W
112
e;
e4
0

=>

0

2

1..2

3

<-;-)Il
2

l

iii)Combine column operations in ii) :
1.2

r-----(-)

1

III

112

r----(-.-)

~

h

C'

C

2

2

e

4

0
i. 2
(-) I.. +(-) Il
Il

3

1
1

1

A. 1

Fig. B-1 column operations in

2

Il?•

1

CX43

Subgraph B can be used as a road map for column operations on all
common columns in

cx43.
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After the column operations, the unique column has no transition between
the states which have two-way communication on subgraph B. For example,
after the column operation on C l , the unique column C2 has no transition
between state 1 and state 2.
The one-way communications in subgraph B indicate that there exist
transitions represented by arcs in the unique column of

(X43

after the column

operations. For example, arc (1,3) in subgraph B shows that there is a transition
from state 1 to state 3 in C2' after the column operation on Cl.
Similarly, node 4 and its related arcs in subgraph B for

(X43

yield the

multiplication factor for C4 and the remaining entries in C2' after column
operation on C4 •
The column operations on all common columns in

(X43

can be obtained by

following subgraph B and yield each entry in C 2' of (X43 having a corresponding
entry with opposite sign in C 3 of (X42.
This relationship can be verified from the one-way communication arcs in
subgraphs A and B. Each one-way communication arc in the subgraph B has a
corresponding arc in the subgraph A with opposite direction.

iv) Let F denote the forward transition rate to backward transition rate from node 2
to node 3. From Property B-2, F is common for both paths from node 2 to node

3.
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The remaining entries in C2 ' after column operation on C1 is:

The remaining entries in C2' after column operation on C4 is:

The column C2 ' in Fig. B-1 can be simplified as

.

Q2=

From eqns. B-2 and B-3, the signs in front of determinant expression of <X42
and

<X43

are opposite. By mUltiplying the coefficient of signs with the entries in

the unique columns C3 (Eqn. B-2) and C2 ' (Fig. B-1), the unique columns
become,
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The unique column in

<X43

after column operations on all common columns is

proportional to the unique column in

v) Ratio of <X43 /
Since

<X43

<X42

with factor,

<X42

and

<X42

differ only by a unique column and sign in front of each

cofactor, the proportional factor F of C2* to C3* is equal to the ratio of <X43 to

Thus,

o
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Proof of Theorem 1

Let ami and a".,j be the two cofactors from ITAMI, where ITAMI is a modified
Markov availability transition matrix for a system with a symmetric Markov graph.
The steps of the proof follow:

Fig. B-2 Markov graph for n-component system

(2) The Markov graph can be decomposed into two subgraphs, subgraph A and

subgraph B.
a) The unique column Cj of ami can be represented by subgraph A which
represents the original entries of column Cj

'8

.

Subgraph A
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b) Subgraph B is a subgraph derived from the Markov graph of the system
by removing all the outgoing arcs from node j. Hence, subgraph B can be
viewed as a graph representation of amj .

Subgraph B

(3) Rearrange am; and a"y by shifting the unique columns Cj and C; to the first
column position in am; and allY respectively.

(4) Perform column operations on all common columns in allY following subgraph
B. From Property B-4, the transitions between each pair of nodes in the
subgraph B that have two-way communication will be canceled out in C;. The
remaining entries in C; are the transitions indicated by the one-way
communication arcs between node j and its neighbor nodes as shown in
subgraph B.
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(5) From property B-2, the factor F for node i to node j is not influenced by the
different paths from node i to node j. Factor F is associated with the shortest
path from node i to node j only. F can be determined by

F= Sj / Si.

(6) The remaining entries in C i of

cxl1tj

can be determined from subgraph B as

follows.
The entries relating with node a to node j are

(B-4a)

where fa is a multiplication factor from node i to node a.
The entries relating with node b to node j are

(B-4b)

where fb is a multiplication factor from node i to node b.

The entries relating with node t to node j are

(B-4t)

where it is a multiplication factor from node i to node t.
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From eqn. (B-4a), (B-4b) to (B-4t), the remaining entries in the unique
column Ci of allY are proportional to the corresponding entries in the unique
column Cj of ami with a common factor F. However, the directions of the
corresponding arcs in subgraph A and subgraph B (one-way communication
arcs to node j ) are opposite.
Hence,
(B-7)

C.=-F·C·
"":'j

-I

(7) Multiply the signs in front of the determinant expressions of ami and amj to Cj
and Ci respectively. From Property B-1, these signs are always opposite.
Equation (B-7) becomes
(B-8)

C·"'=F·
C·'"
-I
....:oj

where

ct and C/ denote the column vectors of Ci and Cj
signs in front of

multiplied by the

the determinant expressions of allli and allY

respectively.

(8) allli and allY after adjusting their unique columns to the first column position

will differ by the unique columns and the signs in front of the determinant
expressions only.

Ci - l , Ci + l ,

•••,

Cj _l , Cj + l ,

•••, ~m)

ct, C 1, C2 , •••, Ci _l , Ci + l '

•••,

Cj _l , Cj + l ,

•••, k,/l)

allli = det.( C/' C 1. C 2 ,
allY = det.(

From egn. (B-8),

=F·a·
ml

•••,
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Thus,
(B-9)

From Property B-2,

F

=Sj / Si'

eqn. (B-9) becomes

amj = Sj
ami Sj

(B-lO)

where

and

n is the degree of Sj and Sj'

(9) Since each element of ami is either 0 or a polynomial of Ji,A, in first degree, the
expansion of ami is a polynomial with terms of JiuA,b where a and bare nonnegative integers and a+b = m-l. Hence, eqn. (B-lO) can be expressed as

Furthermore, ami and a"y are polynomials of degree m-l, and Si and Sj' the
unique factors of ami and amj respectively, are of degree n. r must be a
polynomial of degree (m-l )-n.

o
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(II) PROOF OF THEOREM 1 BY REVERSIBILITY

Property B-5
The systems with symmetric Markov graphs are time reversible Markov processes.

o
Property B-5 can be verified as following:
From the theorem of time reversible Markov process [Kelly, Theorem 1.8],
a stationary Markov process is reversible if and only if its transition rates satisfy,

q(jl,h)q(h,h)···q{jn-l,jn)q{jn,jl)
=q{jl ,jn)q{jn,jn-l)·· ·q(h,h )q(h,jl)
for any finite sequence of statesh,h, ••• ,jn E

(B-1!)

M.

q(ja' jb) is the transition rate from state ja to state jb .
For a path starting and returning at the same node in symmetric Markov
graph, the ratio F equals to 1. The relation can be verified by substituting j

=i

in

equation (B-1).

For any node h in the symmetric Markov graph, there eXiSl'i a path from
nodeh via nodesh,h, • • • ,jn-l' jn and return to node

h.

The corresponding F

factor is

F = q(jl,h)q(h,h)···q(jn-l,jn)q(jn,jl) = 1
q(jl' jn )q(jn, jn-l)··· q(h, h)q(h, jl)
This implies to equation (B-ll).

(B-12)
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Therefore, systems with symmetric Markov graphs are time reversible
Markov processes.

Proof of Theorem 1
1. For any two states which are communicable in time reversible Markov process,
following relation is true [Kelly, Theorem 1.3] .
TCi'

q(i,k) = TCk' q(k,i)

(B-13)

q(i,k)

(),

'Q
q(k,i)

2. From equation (B-l1) and assuming that states s, t, • • •

U

are on the path

from state k to state i ,

following relation exists as counting the forward transition rates and backward
transition rates for node i.

q(i,k )q(k,s )q(s ,t)··· q(u, i)
= q(i,u)"'q(t,s)q(s,k)q(k,i)

(B-14)
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Thus, from equations (B-13) and (B-14)

1Cj

1Ck

= q(k,i)
q(i,k)
_ q(k,s)q(s,t)"'q(u,i)
- q(i,u)···q(t,s)q(s,k)

(B-1S)

Product of transition rates from k to i
=------------------------Product of transition rates from i to k

3. From Property B-2, equation (B-1S) is equivalent to
1C.
S.
--' =-'
1Ck

(B-16)

Sk

4. From the property of symmetric Markov graph, any two states which are
not direct communicable, they are accessible through other state(s) in the
graph. Relation in equation (B-16) can be extended to any two states in the
system.
Assume that node i and node j are not direct communicable.
Let nodes f, g.

. . . , h be the intermediate nodes between node i and node j

as shown in the following graph.
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From equation (B-16),
1C

So

o

-'=-'
1Cf

Sf

Thus,
Siz
SoJ
1C

o

So

-'=-'
1C
So

(B-17)

o

J

J

5. From equation (3.7),

Equation (B-17) becomes
ami

= Si

aI/V

Sj

for any pair of states i, j in the symmetric Markov graph.

(B-lS)
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9. Since each element of lXmi is either 0 or a polynomial of Ji,A in first degree, the
expansion of

lXmi

is a polynomial with terms of paAb where a and b are non-

negative integers and a+b =m-l.
Furthermore,
unique factors of

lXmi

and

lXmi

lXl1 lj

and

are polynomials of degree m-l, and Si and Sj' the

lXmj

respectively, are of degree n. Hence, there exists

a polynomial r with degree (m-l )-n which is canceled out in equation (B-18).
Equation (B-18) can be expressed as
a· S"r
-2lli...=_,_
amj

Sj·r

Thus, for any i e M,

o
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APPENDIX C

GRAPH TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING SYMBOLIC TERMS
IN THE DETERMINANT OF MARKOV AVAILABILITY MATRIX

The following properties are developed for finding a symbolic common factor
from the polynomial of lXmi ' determining the sign of each term in the polynomial,
and probing the contents of each term. These properties are helpful for the proofs
of theorems 1 and 2.

Property C-l

Graph for sub-determinant in

(Xm;

Each sub-determinant from the expansion of CXmi can be represented by a graph
which contains all the nodes and a subset of arcs from the corresponding Markov
subgraph for cxmi •
Each node (excluding node i) in the graph for the sub-determinant has
exactly one arc leaving from itself to another node. Node i is an absorption node on
the graph. There is no outgoing arc from node i.

0
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For example, a cofactor fY.73 from the [TA ] in eqn. (4.1) is

4

2

1

5

6

7

0
0
0
-(AI + A2 + A3)
J.l3
J.l1
A
0
0
-(J.lI+A2+
3)
AI
J.l~
J.l3
0
0
0
A2
J.l1
J.l3
a73 = (- 1)7+3
0
0
A3
-J.l3
J.l2
J.l1
0
0
0
0
A2
-(J.l1 + J.l2)
0
0
0
-(J.l1+J.l3) 0
A3

(C-l)

Continue to decompose the determinant by column,

a73

=

2

4

5

6

7

0
-AI
AI -A2

J.l3

0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

A2
0

0

0

J.l1

0

0

-J.l3

0

J.l1

J.l2

0
0

-J.l1

0

0

-J.l1

0
0

(C-2)

+ '"

Markov subgraph for fY.73 as specified in eqn. (C-l) is:

Fig. C-1 Markov subgraph for

(X73
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Each node on the subgraph for
the cofactor

CX73.

CX73

represents a corresponding column in

Each outgoing arc from the node represents the destination of the

transition from the node. The transition rate on each outgoing arc represents the
non-zero value entries of that column.
For example, node 1 on Fig. C-1 represents column 1 in eqn. (C-l). Arc
(1,2) represents the transition from state 1 to state 2. The rate ill and the arc (1,2)
represent the value of entry (2,1) in

cx73.

Node 3 in Fig. C-1 has a "0" mark instead of"

0 " mark as other nodes on

the Markov subgraph. The node with a "0" mark indicates that the corresponding
column does not appear in

CX73

and the node represents an absorption state.

A graph to represent the first sub-determinant in eqn. (C-2) is shown in
below.

Fig. C-2 Graph of a sub-determinant of cx73
Every column in a sub-determinant has only one entry with positive value.
In the graph, this implies that every node, except node i, has exactly one arc
leaving from itself to another node in the graph.
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Definition C-I Path in a graph
A path starts from a node in a graph, follows the outgoing arc of the node and
continues until it reaches an ending node.
The starting node and the ending node can be the same node. The nodes
between the starting node and the ending node can be visited one time only.

0

Definition C-2 Graph with tree structure
A graph for sub-determinant of ami satisfying the following conditions is called a
tree.
(i) At least one of the nodes on the graph has a direct connection to node i.
(ii) The rest of the nodes in the graph sequentially connect to node i.

A node sequentially connecting to node i means that the node connects to
one or more nodes in series and the last node in the path is node i.

0

Example C-I
In Fig. C-2, i

= 3, every node

except node 3 on the graph has exactly one arc

leaving itself. There is one node (node 5) which has direct connection to node i.
Nodes 7, 6, 4, 1 and 2 connect sequentially to node i. Therefore, the graph is a tree.

By Definition C-2, a graph with a tree structure has all of its nodes directly
or sequentially connected to node i. Fig. C-3 shows a typical connection way for
tree structure.
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Fig. C-3 Graph with tree structure

Definition C-3

A graph with cycle(s)

A cycle is defined as a path in the graph which can start from a node on the path
and return to the same node. A graph which contains one or more cycles is called a

o

graph with cycle(s).
Example C-2

For the system in Fig. 7.1, the followings are two graphs representing two subdeterminants of (X73' Each graph has a cycle.
(a)

(b)

A cycle: 2-6-4-1-2

A cycle: 2-6-4-1-2

Fig. C-4 Graphs with cycle
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Property C-2
A graph satisfying the property of graph for sub-determinant in ami (Property C-1),
can be constructed as either
1) graph with tree structure, or
2) graph with cycle(s).

o

Property C-2 can be verified by:
(1) Since node i is an absorption state, all the nodes except node i in the system can
be connected with node i directly or sequentially. Fig. C-5 shows an example of
a graph with a tree structure for a sub-determinant of ami from a 10-state
system.

Fig. C-5 Graph with tree structure for a lO-state system

(2) If the graph for a sub-determinant of ami is not a tree, one or more nodes will
not reach node i. The corresponding graph can be constructed by removing one
or more arcs from a branch or multiple hranches in a tree structure.
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The removed arc should not connect to the forward node in the same branch or
to a node in another branch of the tree. The removed arc should connect to a
node satisfying one of the following conditions:

(a) A backward node in the same branch.
For example, remove the outgoing arc of node 2 in Fig. C-5 and connect it
to node 4.

Fig. C-6 Remove an arc in a tree and connect to a backward node
(b) A node in a cycle.
For example, remove the outgoing arc of node 5 in Fig. C-6 and connect to
node 2.

Fig. C-7 Remove an arc from a branch of node i to a node in a cycle
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Fig. C-6 and Fig. C-7 show a cycle presented in the graph which has one or
more arcs removed from a tree structure. Hence, if a graph for the sub-determinant
of ami is not a tree, the graph will contain at least a cycle.

0

A sub-determinant of am; can be simplified by taking the single variable
from each column. The sub-determinant with 0, 1, or -1 in each entry is called a
"coefficient sub-determinant" (abbreviated as c-determinant). The c-determinant
times the variables from the sub-determinant forms a term in the polynomial of
ami'

A diagonalization process is applied to calculate the value of c-determinant.
For general cases of cxmi' i :¢:. m, we can rotate row i to the last row of the matrix.
The matrix will have all diagonal elements with (-1) except the last column which
may have

°or

(+ 1) at its diagonal position. For the case of allUII

'

there is no need

to re-arrange the row sequence as all the diagonal entries are (-1).
The row rearranged c-determinant has row number index and column
number index in symmetric positions. The following is a typical form of a cdeterminant for ami'
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1
-1
2
3

2

3

...

i-I i+l ... m-l m

1
-1
-1

1

1
-1

i-I
i+l

-1
-1

tn-I

1

Fig.

e-8

0

A c-determinant for ami

Note: All blank entries have zero value.
The non-diagonal entries in a column of c-determinant have at most one
(+1) entry and all other entries in the column are zeros. In column m (denotes as
em), the (+1) entry may be at any position of that column.

The elementary row operation (abbreviated as R.O.) on row j (denoted as
Rj ) to row k (denoted as Rk) is defined as adding the value of each entry in row j to

its corresponding entry in row k of the c-determinant. Performing R.O. on a row
will not change the value of the original c-determinant.
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The following is the procedure of diagonalization for c-determinant:
i) Start RO. on Rl to Rs where (s,l)

=1.

ii) Perform RO. on each row by following the row sequence in the row rearranged

c- determinant until the RO. on R 1II• 1 has been completed. In general, for Rj
perform RO. on Rj to Rk where (kj)

= I and k > j.

,

If column j has no (+1)

entry in the c-determinant, this implies that (kj)=I, for k = m in TA . In this
situation, skip the RO. on Rj and perform R.O. on the row next to Rj

.

The RO. on Rj to Rk has the following two effects on the c-determinant:
(I) The entries below the diagonal entry of Cj become all zeros.
(2) The (+1) entry(s) on the right hand side (RHS) of the diagonal entry of Rj will
be added to the corresponding entry(s) in Rk• Since the corresponding entry(s)
in Rk is zero, a new (+1) entry is created at the lower position from the original
(+ I) entry in the column. Fig. C-9 demonstrates these effects.

j
j

k
p

j

k p
R.O. .

·1
1 ·1
·1

~~
p

k p

·1
0·1

o

Fig. C-9 Effect of row operation

CD
1
·1

.-

~
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The following is an example of a c-determinant with tree structure. The
diagonalization process shows that the c-determinant becomes an upper triangle
matrix after the diagonalization process. The value of the c-determinant equals (-I).
1 2 3 5 6 7
1 -1
2
1 -1
3
-1
5
-1
6
-1
4

Fig. C-IO A c-determinant and the corresponding tree type graph

In Fig. C-lO, perform R.O. on RI to R 2 , the c-determinant becomes:
1 2 3 5 6 7
R.O.

r;~

-I

3

5

0
0

6

0

4

0

o

-1

~I
-I

-1
1

-I

1 0

The next R.O. on R2 to R6 makes entries of C2 below the diagonal entry be all
zero's. The (+1) entries of C 3 and C5 on the RHS of the diagonal entry of R2 are
moved down to their new positions at (6,3) and (6,5) respectively.
1 2
R.O.

1

[~
4

3

567

1]
1

-I

0_

1

0

() -I

0
0

o

o

0

()

1

-I
1 -1
1 0
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Continue to perform R.O. on R3 ,Rs and R6 ' the c-determinant becomes:

2 3 S 6 7
1

2

o

-1

C~

0

o

-1

0

0

o

R.O.

4

1

-1

-1

~:J

o

0

0

0

0

0

2

3 S 6 7

1 -I

1 0

-1

2

o

3

0

o

-1

0

0
0

o

-1

0

o

0

0

0

c;:

R.O.

2 3 S 6 7

1

4

o
o

1
-1

1

1

-1

1

1 0

-1
0 -1

1

3
S
R.O.

0

o

-1

0

0

o

~:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

-1
-1

o

0~
1

The last c-determinant shows that the original c-determinant in Fig. C-IO
becomes an upper diagonal matrix and the (+ I) entry of the last column ( Cm
moves to the last entry in C7

•

=C7
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Followings are graph representations for the diagonalization process:

Fig. C-lllines up the connection relationship in Fig. C-lO. Nodes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and
7 and their outgoing arcs formed a "branch" of tree. Node i (i = 4) is an absorption
node also called "root" of tree.

Fig. C-ll A tree of seven nodes in line-up form
The RO. process for matrix diagonalization can be interpreted clearly by
Fig. C-l1. The diagonalization procedure starts from R O. on RI. Node 1 in the
graph of c-determinant always connects to a larger node index. Thus, the initial
RO. on RI is feasible.
In Fig. C-ll, we perform R.O. on Rl to R2• The (+1) entry on the RHS of
the diagonal entry of Rl is in C3 . This is reflected in Fig. C-ll as node 3 connects
to node 1. After RO. on R I , the (+1) entry in C3 moves to (2,3). This effect can be
shown in the next graph by combining node 1 to node 2 for the R.O. on R 1 to R2•
Fig. C-12 is the graph showing the updated (+1) position in each column and the
remaining rows for RO.

Fig. C-12 A tree after R.O. on Rl
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Node 2 is the smallest node index in Fig. C-12. Perform R.O. on R2 to R6 .
Combine node 2 to node 6. Fig. C-13 is obtained.

Fig. C-13 A tree after R.O. on R2

Node 3 is the smallest node index in Fig. C-13. Perform R.O. on R3 to R6•
Combine node 3 to node 6 in Fig. C-13. Fig. C-14 is obtained.

Fig. C-14 A tree after R.O. on R3

Since row 4 is the last row in the row rearranged c-determinant, node 4
(i

=4) is considered as the largest node index. In Fig. C-14, node 5 is the smallest

node index. Perform R.O. on Rs to R6 • Node 5 is combined to node 6 as shown in
Fig. C-15.

~
Fig. C-15 A tree after R.O. on Rs
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In Fig. C-15, node 6 is the smallest node index. Perform RD. on R6 to R4•
Combine node 6 to node 4. Fig. C-16 is obtained.

G)---f]
Fig. C-16 A tree after RO. on R6

Fig. C-16 shows the updated position of the (+ 1) entry of the last column
(C7 ) as ROo's have been performed on each row except the last row in the c-

determinant. It indicates that the (+1) entry of the last column (C7 ) has been moved
down to the last row position (4,7) of the column.
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Property C-3
If the graph representing a sub-determinant is a tree, the c-determinant has a value
of +1 or -1. The term represented by the sub-determinant exists in the polynomial

If the graph contains cycle(s), the value of the c-determinant will be zero.
The term represented by the sub-determinant will not appear in the polynomial of

o
Property C-3 can be verified as follows:
From Property C-2, the graph representing a sub-determinant of ami is either a tree
or a cycle type. It can be shown by graphical technique that a c-determinant with a
tree type graph can always be diagonalized by the diagonalization process. Also, it
can be shown that a c-determinant with cycle type graph always has dependent
columns.

(A) Graph with tree structure
If the graph of c-determinant is a tree, it may have one or more branches. Fig. C-II
is an example of a single branch tree. In general, a tree may have multiple branches
such as a two-branch tree in Fig. C-17.

---~

---0/'
Fig. C-17 A tree with two branches
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The process of diagonalization starts from the R.O. on Rl and follows the
sequence of row index in the row re-arranged c-determinant. Let c represents any
node in the graph of c-determinant, 1 < c < m , c :t=i. Node c may connect with node
i by one of the following ways (refer to Fig. C-18) :
(1) Node c connects with node i directly.

(2) Node c connects with node i via node d ,and d> c.
(3) One or more nodes with node indices smaller than node c exist in the path
between node c and node i.
(4) One or more nodes with node indices smaller than node c exist in the path
between node c and node d, d> c. A sequence of node connections follows
from node d and connects to node i.

(I)

0---{;]

(2)

0-G---{J

(4)

~

---()---1:J

Fig. C-18 Connection ways of a general node (c) to node i

In case (1), the R.O. on Rc is feasible as node c connects to a larger node
index i. In case (2), the R.O. on Rc is feasible as node c connect to node d and

d > c. In case (3), perform R.Oo's on Ra ' ••• ,Rk by the sequence from the
smallest row index to the largest row index. Nodes a, b, ••• ,k will be combined
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to node i as illustrated by node combination rule in the example of Fig. C-ll. The
R.O. on Rc is now feasible as node c connects to a larger node index i (refer to Fig.
C-19).

R.O. 's on rows a,b, ... ,k

~

~

~

Fig. C-19 Process of R.O. on node c for case (3)

In case (4), a simplified example of two smaller node indices a and b
between nodes c and d is illustrated in Fig. C-20(i). The R.O. on Rc can be
performed after the R.Oo's on Ra and Rb• Fig. C-20 shows the process of R.Oo's
prior to the R.O. on Rc.
(i) R.O. on Ra to Rb

(assume a < b )

R.O.

~---()--8
(ii) R.O. on Rb to Rd
R.O.

~---()--{J
(iii) R.o. on Rc to Rd
R.O.

a<b<c<d

Fig. C-20 Process of R.O. on node c for case (4)
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If node d is the nearest node greater than node c in the path from node c to
node i, by the rule of node combination for ROo, the node(s) between node c and
node d will be combined to node d. Thus, node c will connect to node d directly as
shown in Fig. C-20(iii). The RO. on Rc will be feasible.
From the discussion on cases (1) to (4), it is feasible to do RO. on each row
from RI to Rm_I (except Rj ) in the row re-arranged c-determinant. The effect of the
RO.'s makes all the columns except the last column have (-1) values at the
diagonal entries and zero values below their diagonal entries.
The effect of R.O.'s on the last column of the row re-arranged cdeterminant can be determined as follows:
For i

;t In ,

em is the last column. In the graph of the c-determinant, node In

is the largest node index except the node i. During the process of R.o.'s, node

In

does not combine with other nodes in the branch it located. The forward nodes 11'

12, ...

of node In will be combined to node i by the RO.'s on row 11' row 12,

The backward nodes hI' h2' ...
RO.'s on row hI ,row h2 ,'"

of node

In

... .

will be combined to node m by the

. Fig. A-21a shows the node m in a branch of tree.

Fig. C-21b shows the effect of RO.'s on all forward and backward nodes of node

m. The (+ 1) entry of column

In

will be moved down to the last row position , i.e.

entry (Un).

(a)

(b)

~---~---Q

G--8
Fig. C-21 Process of RO. on node m
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For anvn ' i = m , the c-determinant has all diagonal entries with (-1) value.
There is no need to do row re-arrangement in a nvn . The R.O. processes will make
every column have zero value entries below its diagonal entry. The last R.O.
should be the R.O. on R m- 1 to Rm. Since Rm is a hidden row in a ,mn , the last R.O. is
not necessary. The last column keeps value of (-1) at its diagonal entry.
This concludes that the coefficient sub-determinant with tree structure can
be diagonalized by the procedure of row operations. The value of the coefficient
sub-determinant is 1 or -1 .

To determine the value of each c-determinant with tree structure in ami' the
following facts may be applied:

For i :;t m,
(1) ami has coefficient of (-I )l1l+i in front of its determinant expression.
(2) Number of shifts of Ri to the last row of c-determinant is (m-l) - i .

(3) From (1) and (2), the sign of each c-determinant of am; after row adjustment of
Ri is (_1)m+i . (_I)(m-l)-i. That is, (_1)2m-l

= (-1).

(4) The R.O.'s will not change the value of the c-determinant. After performing all

R.Oo's, the last column has (+1) at its diagonal entry and the rest of columns
have (-I) at their diagonal entries. There are m-I columns in the c-determinant.
The value of the determinant expression of the diagonalized c-determinant is
the product of the value of diagonal entries. That is ,
(_1)m-2. 1

=(_1)111-2 ={ +I

,if m is even.
..
-1 ,If m IS odd.
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(5) The value of the c-determinant is the product of the sign in (3) and the value

in (4). Therefore,
Value of the c-det. with tree structure ={

+1 ,if m is odd.
-1

,if m is even.

Note: Result (5) can be shown for the case of i = m.

Hence, each c-determinant of tree structure from the decomposition of ami
has the same value. Each term in the ami is the product of the value of cdeterminant and the variables from the corresponding sub-determinant. Therefore,
for the system with even number of states, ami has negative terms; for the system
with odd number of states, ami has positive terms.

(B) Graph with cycle(s)

From Property C-2, if the graph representing a c-determinant is a cycle type, the
graph has at least one cycle. For example, Fig. C-22 is a graph with one cycle 3-7
5-78-77-73.

Fig. C-22 A graph with a cycle for a c-determinant
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One can select any node number (representing the same column number in
the c-determinant) in the cycle as a starting node and perform elementary column
operation on each node (except the starting node itself) in the cycle to the starting
node. The starting column becomes a zero vector after the elementary column
operations. Thus, the columns represented by the nodes in the cycle are dependent
vectors. The c-determinant has a value of zero.
The corresponding c-determinant of the graph in Fig. C-22 is in Fig. C-23.
The highlighted columns represent the nodes in the cycle. Row 8 is marked with a
circle as row 8 is the last row in TA . It is a hidden row in the c-determinant. The
hidden row in c-determinant does not influence the result of c-determinant
properties. It is presented here for explanation purpose.

R.O.'s

~

.JI

1 3
1

3

1 -1

1
-1

1

-1
-1

6

7
2
8

II

I

5 6 7 8

-1

4

5

4

-1

1

1
-1

Fig. C-23 A c-determinant for graph with a cycle

Each column is represented by a node and its outgoing arc in the graph. For
example, arc (3,5), denoted asA on the graph, can be plotted in c-determinant from
(-1) entry in column 3 to (+ 1) entry in the same column. Arcs on the cycle can be
plotted in highlighted columns in Fig. C-23. The arcs A,B,C and D in the c-
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determinant shown in Fig. C-24 form a cycle corresponds to the cycle in the graph
in Fig. C-22.
3 4 5 6 7

8

1

3
4

5
6
7
2

8

8

Fig. C-24 A cycle reflects on a c-determinant
The starting point (ending point) of the arc in a highlighted column has a
corresponding ending point (starting point) of the arc in another highlighted
column. This reflects the relation in the graph in Fig. C-22 that a node is a junction
of two arcs in a cycle. Thus, the sum of entries of the highlighted columns in each
row is zero since it is an addition of a (+ 1) entry and a (-1) entry of a arriving arc
and a outgoing arc of a node in the cycle. Therefore, the elementary column
operation on all the columns (except the starting column) in a cycle to the starting
column will bring the starting column to be a zero column vector.
Similarly, if a graph for a c-determinant has h cycles, the c-determinant will
have h groups of dependent column vectors. Any group of dependent column
vectors causes the value of c-determinant to become zero as the rank of the cdeterminant is less than its order. Therefore, a coefficient sub-determinant which
can be represented by a graph with cycle(s) has a zero determinant value.

0
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APPENDIX D

PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3

Proof of Theorem 2
1. From Property C-3, each term in the polynomial of (Xmi is a sub-determinant

which can be represented by a graph with tree structure. For example, two of
the sub-determinants with tree structure from

(X73

for the system shown in Fig.

4.1 can be plotted as Fig. D-l.
(a)

(b)

Fig. D-I Trees from

2. In the Markov subgraph for

(Xmi '

(X73

the node which has direct connection with

node i is called a neighbor node of node i. In general case where node i does not
connect with any unreachable state, the product of all transition rates from
neighbor nodes of node i to node i can be represented by state representation Si .
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For example, for a73' the relation between S3 and the neighbor node
transitions of node i ( i = 3 ) is shown in Fig. D-1(a). Nodes 1, 5 and 7 are
neighbor nodes of node 3. The transition rates associated with these neighbor
nodes are 111' ~ and 113 .
By definition of S3'

3. According to the principle of shortest path between two nodes in a Markov
graph (Property B-2), the transition rate(s) on the shortest path also exists for
any path between the two nodes in the Markov graph.
Since the neighbor node to node i transition is the shortest path between the
neighbor node to node i, the direct transition rate from the neighbor node to
node i appears in any other path from the neighbor node to node i.
For example, Fig. D-l (a) has all of the neighbor nodes of node 3 ( i = 3 )
connected to node 3 directly. Fig. D-l(b) has one of three neighbor nodes, i.e.
node 5, directly connected to node 3.
It can be verified from Fig. D-1(b) that /13' the direct transition rate from
node 7 to node 3, exists in the path of nodes 7-4-1-2-5-3. Similarly, the direct
transition rate A,2 from node 1 to node 3 exists in the path of nodes 1-2-5-3.
According to the definition of tree, the neighbor node of node i which is
not connected with node i directly in the tree, should connect to node i
sequentially. It is clear that the direct transition rates of all neighbor nodes to
node i will appear in the transition rates of the arcs of any tree structure of am;'
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Furthermore, the transition rates of neighbor nodes to node i are distinct.
Thus, these transition rates will appear on the tree individually.
4. In some case of tree structure, the number of neighbor nodes of node i in a tree
is less than the number of components in the system due to unreachable states.
For example, state 8 (state event notation as "1"2"3) is an unreachable state
for the system in Fig. 4.1. The dashed arcs represent as inactive transitions
from the hidden node 8. The solid nodes and arcs represent a tree.

Fig. D-2 Transitions from a hidden neighbor node Xto node 5

For (J.7S' node 2 and node 3 are the neighbor nodes of node 5 ( i

=5

).

Another neighbor node, node 8, which has direct transition to node 5 with
transition rate J13 ' does not appear in the tree in Fig. D-2 because state 8 is an
unreachable state.
Node 8 is in stage 0 on the Markov graph which means state 8 has three
components failed. Node 8 should have three arcs transmitted to the nodes in
stage 1. Thus, there are two nodes (node 6 and node 7) from the same stage as
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node 5 connects with the hidden node 8. The direct transition rate Jl3 from node
8 to node 5 should appear in both of the following paths.
(I)

(2)

~ ---- ~

Since the transition rates from state 8 to states 5, 6, and 7 are different, the
direct transition rate J.13 does not appear in path (1)

0--G

or path (2)

0---\V . This implies that the direct transition rate Jl3 exists in the path from
node 6 to node 5 and in the path from node 7 to node 5 as shown in Fig. D-2.
This example shows that, for the case of a hidden neighbor node in a tree,
the direct transition rate from the hidden neighbor node to node i appears in the
path(s) from node k to node i in the tree. Node k represents any node in the
same stage as node i which has direct transition from the hidden node.
Therefore, the direct transition rates from all the neighbor nodes (including the
hidden neighbor node) to node i appear in a tree for any i, i E {I, 2,,,, ,m} .
The following section shows that the above relation is true for any system
with n components.
Let state i he a down state in the tree and he in stage L; state j be a nonminimal down state of state i and be an unreachahle state in stage L+ 1. By
definition, an unreachable state has all failure components in at least two
disjoint cut sets of the system.
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Assume that state i and state j have state events as follows:
state i

Xl,·· .,( Xa' Xa+l'·

statej

Xl'· .. ,( Xa' Xa+l'···' Xa+p),( Xb, Xb+l , ... , Xb+J,

.. , Xa+p),( Xb,Xb+l'···' Xb+q), Xc'···, Xn
Xc'···, Xn

Cut set Ca has components a,a+ l,···,a+ p.
Cut set Cb has components b,b+ l,···,b+ q.
Component c is one of element of cut set Cc .
Stage L-I

downstate

down state

0.
(0
g

',

11

u.' , ,a
-<.1'+1 ,
-,

down state

[J-~-~~0

unreachable
state

/11
unreachablcf';\--"::
state

V

c

Fig. D-3 General case of a transition from a hidden node j to node i

State j differs from state i in the additional component failure of

xb .

For

any recovery of a failure component from the set of Ca or C/J (except XI) in
state j, the system will reach to a down state (except state

i)

in stage L. For

example, state f is a recovery of component # a from state j. State g is a
recovery of component # (b+l) from state j. However, the recovery of a failed
component from a cut set other than

ClI

or Cb in state j leads to an unreachable

state in stage L. For example, the recovery of component # c in state j leads to
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state k which is an unreachable state as all the components in Ca and Cb are
failed.
For state j to be an unreachable state, all the components in cut sets Ca and
C" must fail. Since Ca and Cb are disjoint cut sets, there is no common element
in these two cut sets. There must exist at least one component in the cut set Ca
denoted as component #

'

a. Let state f be a state which has the same failed

components as state j except that component # a is operational in state

f.

Therefore, if node j is a neighbor node of node i, there is at least one node
(node j) existing in the same stage as node i in which node j has direct
transition to node.f. The direct transition rate from node j to node i will appear
in the path from node f to node i.
5. The degree of the polynomial of {Xm; is m-l, where m is the number of the states
in the system. S; has degree of n, where n is the number of componenlli in the
system. Since S; is the common factor for the polynomial of {Xm;' r; =
should be a polynomial with degree (m-l-n).

{Xm; /

S;
0
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Definition D-l Cascade down state to down state missing transition
Large-scale system may have cascade down state to down state missing transition.
Fig D-4 explains the situation.
9-1 compo failure

up state

9 compo failure

9+1 compo failure 9+2 compo failure

up state

minimal down st.

up state

non-minimal down st. cascade non-minimal down st.

Fig. D-4 Cascade down state to down state missing transition

In Fig. D-4, state h is a non-minimal down state and state i is also a nonminimal down state. This is called a cascade down state to down state from g to i
via another down state h. The dashed line represents a prohibited transition from a
minimal down state to a non-minimal down state, or from a non-minimal down
state to another non-minimal down state.

0

The concepts of stage, prior states and unreachable state are useful in the
proof of Theorem 3.
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Proof of Theorem 3

1. On the sub-graph for ami. each node (except node 1 and node i ) has at least
one outgoing arc with transition rate of p. This is due to the fact that these
nodes are all reachable and that they are able to recover to the node(s) in the
prior stage. Fig. D-5 shows an example of a75. Nodes 2, 3, and 4 are in the
stage 2. Each of them has one outgoing arc with transition rate of J1 to node 1 in
stage 3. Nodes 6 and 7 are in stage 1. Each of them has two outgoing arcs with
transition rates of p to the nodes in stage 1. Notice that node I is in stage 3.
Thus, all of its outgoing arcs have transition rate of A. to the nodes in stage 2.
Node i is an absorption node on the graph. There are only incoming arcs with A.
transitions to the node.

-

x I x2 X3

Fig. D-5 Markov subgraph of a75

2. To construct a tree from the subgraph of ami' i

¢

1, at least one path from

node 1 to node i which contains only A. transition rate(s) can be established. It is
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clear that node 1 is a state of all components operational and is connected with
node i directly or sequentially. The path(s) is called the shortest path from node
1 to node i.
Fig. D-6 is an example of the two shortest paths from node 1 to node 5
(i = 5) for

a-,5 .

(a)

(b)

~
~
~

050

(0

Fig. D-6 Two shortest paths from node 1 to node i for a75

Since each node in the Markov sub-graph of ami represents a reachable
state, starting from node i, one can back track to a node in the prior stage with

A transition. For node 1 to node i separated by k stages ( k ::;; n ), repeat the back
track between two neighbor stages. The possible shortest path(s) from node 1 to
node i can be established which contain k+ 1 transitions of A on each path.

3. A tree which contains the highest degree in J.1 among the terms in the
polynomial of ami can be constructed by building a shortest path from node 1
to node i on the subgraph of ami and allowing the rest of the nodes in the graph
to have their outgoing arcs with transition rate of J.1 connected to a node in the
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prior stage. Fig. D-7 shows examples of trees constructed from the shortest
paths between node 1 and node 5.
(a)

(b)

Fig. D-7 Trees constructed from shortest paths between node 1 and node 5 (i=5)

The followings show that a tree constructed as in the above process gives the
highest degree in J1 :
1) From Theorem 2, S; is the common factor for the terms in the polynomial
of am;. S; is the state representation for state i. If state i is in stage n - k,
( k::; n ), there are k components failed. Thus, S; has k degree in A .

2) From the discussion in item 2, the shortest path from node 1 to node i has k
arcs with transition rate of A . The shortest path contains the fewest number
of arcs with A transition rate among any possible paths from node 1 to node
i.

3) Nodes that are not on the shortest path contain neither node 1 nor node i.
Thus, from item 1, each of these non-shortest path nodes has at least one of
its outgoing arc with J1 transition rate. Each of these nodes can always
connect to a node in the prior stage which is either on the shortest path or
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not on the path. If one chooses the connection on the node outside the
shortest path, eventually, the sequential connections will reach to node 1 as
the sequential connections reach to stage n. Therefore, each of the nonshortest path nodes can connect to a node on the shortest path directly or
sequentially. The connections of all nodes in the graph give a tree structure.
Fig. D-8 indicates a general case tree structure which gives the highest
degree J.1 term in the polynomial of cxmi .

~

o

Fig. D-8 General case tree structure with highest J.1 degree

4) From 2) and 3), the tree constructed hy the process of item 3 has the
required minimum number of degree in A as specified by Si . The A's on the
shortest path correspond to the A's in the Si term as the shortest path
indicates all the failure components at the state i.
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All the rest of the arcs in the tree have transition rate of p. Therefore,
the term formed by the tree has the highest degree in p among any other
possible trees constructed from the sub-graph of ami.
For example, the trees from Fig. D-7(a) and (b) generate terms as:
Term from tree (a)

= A1A2P3J11J12P2 =(AIA2P3)PIP~ =S5 . (J11J1~)

Term from tree (b)

= AI A2J13J11J13J13 =(AIA2P3)J1IP~ =S5 ·(J11J1~)

From Thm. 2, the terms in the polynomial of 'i have a degree of m-l-n. In
the above example, '5 should have degree of 7-1-3 = 3. The terms J11J1~ and
J11J1~ generated from the trees have degree of 3. These are the terms in the

polynomial of '5 with the highest degree in J1 .

4. For i = 1, the shortest path from node 1 to node i does not exist. To construct a
tree with the highest degree in P, one can simply let each of the nodes (except
node 1) on the sub-graph of ami have its outgoing arc with J1 transition rate
connected to a node in the prior stage. Since all the nodes connect to node i
(i

= 1) directly or sequentially, the resulting graph is a tree. Fig D-9 shows an

example of a tree with the highest degree in J1 from the sub-graph of
to system in Fig. 4.1).

a71

(refer
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Fig. D-9 Tree structure with highest J1 degree for
The term in CX7l

a7l

=(J11J12J13)J12J1~ =Sl . J12J1~·

J1:z11i is a term in rl which has highest degree in J1.

5. The impact of missing A transition in the asymmetric Markov graph:
(i) Node i is not a non-minimal down state
For a system with an asymmetric Markov graph, there are some missing
arc(s) of transition rate A in the graph as compared with the corresponding
symmetric Markov graph. Assume that node i is not a non-minimal down
state in the sub-graph of am; . The missing arcs should not be in the shortest
path(s) from node 1 to node i in the corresponding symmetric graph. The
reasons are explained as the following:
Fig. D-lO shows that the non-minimal down states v and w are in the
same stage (L) with state i. It is clear from the graph that the two missing
arcs (arc (s,v) and arc (s,w» should not be in the shortest path from node 1
to node i for the symmetric graph. Node v, w, and i are in the same stage,
therefore, it is impossible to establish a path with A from node v or node
to node i.

W
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The second situation is that non-minimal down state v and ware in the
prior stage (L+ 1) and state i is in the stage L. In this case, the only way that
the missing arcs can be in the shortest path(s) is that node v and/or node w
has direct transition to node i. But, this is a contradiction to our previous
assumption that state i is not a non-minimal down state. One can obtain
similar arguments for the case where non-minimal down state v and ware
in the prior stage (L+2) or earlier and state i is in stage L.
The third situation is that the non-minimal down state v and ware in the
stage (L-l) and state i is in stage L. The missing arcs are impossible to be in
the shortest path(s) from node 1 to node i. Because the number of arcs with

A in this case is greater than the number of arcs with A in the shortest path.
Similarly, it is impossible to establish a shortest path from node 1 to node i
if the non-minimal down state v and ware in stage (L-2) or stage with
smaller stage number and state i is in stage L.
Furthermore, there is no missing arc from the nodes in stage L+ I to
node i in stage L. Therefore, the constructional approaches for the shortest
path from node 1 to node i are not intluenced hy the missing arcs in the
asymmetric graph. Therefore, the number of the shortest paths from node I
to node i is the same for the asymmetric graph as well as its corresponding
symmetric graph.
Since the shortest path and the outgoing arcs with J.l transition rates of
each non-shortest path nodes in the Markov suh-graph for ami determine
the term in ami with highest degree in J.l. Also, the missing arcs are not in
the shortest path and have transition rates of A. They do not playa role in
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constructing a tree for the highest degree in 11. Therefore, the number of
ways to construct trees for highest degree in 11 is the same for an
asymmetric Markov graph and the corresponding symmetric Markov graph.
Hence, the terms in ri with the highest degree in 11 are the same for an
asymmetric Markov graph and for its corresponding symmetric graph.
Stage n
up st.

Stage n-I ........

up st.

0

Stage L + I Stage L

Stage L-I

up st.
up st. or down st.Q

Q
up st.

A~ _.Q

non-minimal down st.

minimal down st.f"'\ ~ / '

\V"-,A

",o'Q

non-minimal down st.

Fig. D-I0 Case of non-minimal down states and state i in the same stage

(ii) (a) Node; is a non-minimal down state

Let state i be a non-minimal down state in stage L and state q be its
minimal down state. Since state ; is a reachahle state in the system, there
exists at least an up state k in stage L+ 1 which has direct transition A to
state i.
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The following figure indicates a general relation among these states.
Stage n

Stage n-I .........

Stage L+I

up sl.

up st.

up 5t.

Stage L

Stage L-I .......... .

o
o

non-minimal
down sl.

non-minimal
down sl.

Fig. D-II Case of state i being a non-minimal down state

As state q is an minimal down state, there is at least an up state in stage
L+2 which has direct transition A to state q. Similarly, one can trace back a
path to the node 1 with direct transition A between a pair of nodes from two
consecutive stages. This implies that if state i is a non-minimal down state,
some of the shortest path(s) from node 1 to node i via node q are missed
due to the fact that the transition from node q to node i is inactive in an
asymmetric graph. Consequently, the associated tree structures for the
highest degree in p based on the missed shortest path(s) are missed too.
Therefore, if state i is a non-minimal down state,
with the highest degree in p, as comparing with

rj

rj

loses some terms

from the corresponding

symmetric Markov graph where the arc (q,i) is active.
Fig. D-12 shows examples of (a) one shortest path from node 1 to node
6 for an asymmetric Markov graph of the system in Fig. 4.1, (b) two
shortest paths from node 1 to node 6 for the corresponding symmetric
Markov graph of the system. The missing shortest path in Fig. D-12(a) is
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due to node 6 is an non-minimal down state and the arc (4,6) is inactive in
the asymmetric Markov graph.
(a) The shortest path

(b) The shortest paths

from asymmetric Markov graph

from symmetric Markov graph

6

Fig. D-12 Shortest paths from node 1 to node i
for a symmetric system and an asymmetric systems

(ii)(b) Node i is a cascade non-minimal down state
Fig. D-13 represents the case of state i and state j are hoth non-minimal
down state. State j is in stage L+ I and state i is in stage L. Thus, state i is
called a cascade non-minimal down state.
Stage n

Stage n-I

up st.

up st.

Stage L+2
up st.

Stage L+I
up st.

~ non-minimal down st.

0-"---0

minimal down st. non-minimal down st.

Fig. D-13 Case of node i heing a cascade non-minimal down state
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Since state q is an minimal down state, there is at least an up state in
stage L+3 which has direct transition with A. to node q. It is possible to
establish a path with all A. transitions from node 1 to node q. Thus, the
missing arc (qj) and arc U,i) represent a part of the shortest path from node
1 to node i via node q and node j in the symmetric graph.
Therefore, if state i is a cascade non-minimal down state, ri will lose
some terms with highest degree in Ji, as compare with ri from the
corresponding symmetric Markov graph where the arc (qj) and arc U,i) are
active.

o
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APPENDIX E

Computer Programs

All the programs required to use the model in this research are contained in
this appendix. The programs are written in FORTRAN and were run on VAX
computer at CCIT in the University of Arizona. Program APUTR.FOR is prepared
to run approximate steady-state availability solutions for both symbolic and
numerical results in large-scale systems. Program EXUTR.FOR can run for exact
solutions in numerical form for moderate scale systems. Program SENSE.FOR is
designed for the sensitivity analysis in chapter 5.
An example of five-component bridge is provided. The user inputs are

underlined at the beginning of each program. Flow chart, input data files and
output files are also provided.
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1. Flow Chart for Main Program of APUTR.FOR
Purposes:
1) Find approximate solution A *ss
2) Generate up states and down states from given RBD

number of components &
number of nodes in RBD
Read
arcx, arcy
from arc.dat

starting node and ending
node of each component

Construct
Incident Matrix
MAT from RBD

Read 11 k , Ak
from xnx. dat

Find Cutsets
Call SUbClit
(1)

failure rate and repair rate
of each component

Subroutine Subcut
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Flow Chart for Main Program of APUTR.FOR -- continued
(1)

Find Disjoint Cutsets

Subroutine Disjoint

Call Disjoint

Find Compo in Series

Subroutine Series

Call Series

Generate
I Possible States, ST(.)
in gnstate.out

Generate 2 narc states
for narc compo in RBD

(a)

Read a States, ST(.)
from gnstate.out

y

Check if state i is
an unreachable state

y

Check if state i is
an unreachable state

Calculate
S.
I

(2)

State function in terms of
J.1

k ,A. k
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Flow Chart for Main Program of APUTR.FOR -- continued

(2)
(a)

Accumulate terms in
vdeno = vdeno + S.
I

y

denominator of A*ss
Check if state i
is a down state

Accumulate terms in
vnum = vnum + S.
I

numerator of A*
ss

(a)

A*ss =

vnum
vdeno

Calculate approximate
steady-state availability
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User Inputs For APUTR.FOR
1. . Prepare input data files, ARC.DAT and XNX.DAT

For example, a 5-component bridge,
RBD

4

J.l2= I,

J.ll =0.2,

Al=0.0007, ~=0.002,

J.l3=0.5,

114 =0.1,

A3=0.004,

A4=0.0005,

J.ls=0.8
As=0.003

(1) Data file ARC.DAT for arc connections in RBD

(follow the sequences of component number)
12
13
23
24
34
(2) Data file XNX.DAT for J.li and Ai ' for i = 1,2,

···,5

.2 1 .5.1 .8
.0007.002 .004.0005.003
2. Inputs from screen

$> run aputr
Have you updated arc.dat and xnx.dat?
key in 1 for yes; 2 for no. 1
Print out up/down states or not?
key in 1 for yes; 2 for no. 1
Enter your project name (limit in 60 characters) 5-component bridge
Enter the total number of components in RBD 5.
Enter the total number of nodes in RBD 4
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Program APUTR
c
C

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
C

c
c
c
C

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

*********************************************************
'Ic Program fi Ie name: aputr.for
)'C
* This program is used to find UTR by state function
*
*
approximation. States are generated and storeed in *
*
GNSTATE.OUT. Up states are recorded in up.out and
*
*
down states are recorded in down.out.
*

* RESTRAINT:
)'C

*
*

*

)'C
)'C

input:
arc.dat

)'C
)'C

)'C

'1c
)'C

'Ic
)'C

xnx.dat

NODE 1 IS THE STARTING NODE.
THE LARGEST NODE NUMBER IS ASSIGNED TO
THE TERMINAL NODE IN THIS SYSTEM.

*
)'C

*
*

*

l"

component connections in RBD
e.g. if component XCi) connects node 1
and node 2, then file as 1,2 or 1 2 in
the ith sequence of the fi Ie.
key in all repair rates in the sequence
order of components,then return to next
row and key in al I failure rates in the
sequence order of components.
total number of components in RBD
total number of node in RBD

'I,
'I,

,',
,',
1,
'I,
'I,

*
'I,
narc
1,
node
* output
*
)'C
aputr. out: output f i Ie
'Ic
)'C
up.out
up state file
)'C
1c
down.out: down state fi Ie
,'c
*
exs.out
data used by exutr.for and sense.for, e.g.*
,'c
narc,node,iu,id,vnum,vdeno
1c
'Ic
CUT
cut-sets
1,
*
DIS
unreachable states due to disjoint
*
,',
,',
cut-sets
,', SR
unreachable states due to components in
""
'I,
series
""
,',
utr
'I,
'I,
iu
total number of up states
'I,
1,
id
tota I number of down s ta tes
'I,
* other key variables:
*
'I,
k
tota I number of cutsets
,',
*
nds
total number of unreachable states due to *
'I,
disjoint cut-sets
'I,
*
kcm
total number'of unreachable states due to *
'I,
componen ts in ser i es
'I,
*********************************************************
)'C

'1c

integer arcx,arcy,CUT,DIS,ST,t,r,deno/O/,num/O/,SR,
$update,PARA
double precision X,NX,vdeno/O./,vnum/O./,s,utr
character title*60
dimension Cut (2500,50) ,015(2500,50) ,MAT(50,50),
$ST(50) ,X(50) ,NX(50) ,SR(5000,51) ,PARA(1000,50) ,NSG(50)
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open (II , f i I e=' arc. da t' , s ta tus=' 0 I d')
open(12,fi le='xnx.dat' ,status='old')
open(13,file='aputr.out' ,status='new')
open(14,file='dummy.dat' ,status='new')
open(15,file='gnstate.out',status='new')
open(16,file='up.out' ,status='new')
open(17,file='down.out' ,status='new')
open ( I 8 , f i I e= , ex s • ou t' , s tat u s = , new' )

10

20

30

40
50
60

70
80
90

lOa

120
110

wr i te (6, 10)
read (5, "') upda te
format(x,'Have you updated arc.dat and xnx.dat?'
$/x,' key in I for yes; 2 for no. ',$)
i f (upda te . eq. 2) then
wr i te (6,20)
format(x,'Update before running this program.')
goto 1000
el se
wr i te (6.30)
read (5,"') list
format(x, 'Print out up/down states or not?'
$/x, , key in I for yes; 2 for no. " $)
end if
wr i te (6,40)
read (5,50) title
format(x,'Enter your project name(limit in 60 characters) ',$)
format (A60)
write(13,60) title
format(x,'APUTR.OUT--output file of APUTR.FOR'//
$x, 1UTR (approximat ion) 1//x,A60)
wr i te (6,70)
read (5, t,) narc
format (x, 'Enter the tota) number of components in RBO 1 , $)
wr i te (6,80)
read (5,t,) node
format (x, 'Enter the total number of node in RBO I ,$)
wr i te (13,90) narc,node
formatC//x,' (I.) '//x,'Tota) number of component in RBO =1.14
= 1,14)
$/x,'Total number of node in RBO
wr i te (13.100)
format (//x, 1 Component connections: '//x, 1 component #' .5x,
$'node # in RBO'/x. 1 ___________ 1,5x,'-------------')
do 110 i=l,narc
read(II.*) arcx.arcy
wr i te (6. 120) i, arcx, arcy
write(13,120) i,arcx.arcy
formatC3x,' x (',14. I) ',7x,214)
mat (arcx, i) =1
mat(arcy. i)=-I
cont i nue
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130

140
150

wr i te (6, 130)
wr i te (13, 130)
format (//x, 'Repair rate by component #:'/)
read (12,f,) (X (i) ,i=l ,narc)
write(6,140) «i,X(i) ,i=l,narc)
write(13,140) «i,X(i» ,i=l,narc)
formatOOx,14,') ',Fl1.8»
wr i te (6, 150)
write(13,150)
format (//x, 'Failure rate by component #:'/)
read (12,te) (NX (i) ,i=l,narc)
wr i te (6, 140) « i ,NX (i) ) , i = 1,narc)
write(13,140) «(i,NX(i» ,i=l,narc)

c-----Find cutsets
call sbcut(narc,node,MAT,CUT,k)
c-----Find unreachable states due to disjoint cut-sets
call disjoint(narc,CUT,k,DIS,nds)
c-----Find unreachable states due to the components in series
call series(MAT,narc,node,SR,kcm,PARA,mpr,NSG,ng)
c
c
c

160

generate states and recorded in file gnstate.out
do 160 j=l,narc
ST(j)=1
continue
write(14,,,e) (STU)
write(15,"e) (STU)
ST(narc)=O
write(14,"') (ST(j)
write(15,*) (STU)

,j=l,narc)
,j=l,narc)
,j=I,narc)
,j=l,narc)

close(14)
open(14,file='dummy.dat' ,status='old')

180

ns=2
do 170 i=l,narc-l
do 180 t=l,2 Me i
read (14,"') (ST(j) ,j=I,narc)
ST (narc- i) =0
wr i te (15, "e) (ST (j) ,j=l,narc)
ns=ns+l
continue

c-----copy gn~tate.out to dummy.dat
close(14)
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190
170
c
c
c

close(IS)
open(14,file='dummy.dat' ,status='new')
open(IS,file='gnstate.out',status='old')
do 190 m=l,ns
read (lS,"') (ST(j) ,j=I,narc)
write(14,)") (STU) ,j=I,narc)
continue
close(14)
open(14,fi le='dummy.dat' ,status='old')
continue
.
close(IS)
Calculate approximate utr
open(IS,file='gnstate.out' ,status='old')
iu=1
id=1
do 200 i=I,2**narc
read (lS,"') (ST(j),j=I,narc)

c-----Is SCi ,*) an unreachable state due to disjoint cut-sets?
do 210 r=l,nds
do 220 j=I,narc
if ((DIS(r,j) .eq.O) .and. (STU) .ne.O» goto 210
continue
220
goto 200
continue
210
c-----ST(i,*) isn't an unreachable state due to disjoint cut-sets.
c
Is ST{i,*) an unreachable state due to the components in
series?
c

240
230

do 230 r=l,kcm
do 240 j=I,narc
if ({SR(r,j) .eq.O) .and. (ST(j) .ne.O»
continue
goto 200
continue

goto 230

c-----ST(i ,*) isn't an unreachable state due to the components
c
in series.

2S0

s=l.
do 2S0 m=l,narc
if eST em) • eq. 0) then
s=s*NX em)
el se
s=si'X em)
end if
continue
deno"deno+l
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vdeno=vdeno+s
do 260 r=I,k
do 270 j=l,narc
if «CUT(r,j) .eq.O) .and. (STU) .ne.O» goto 260
270
continue
c-----create and I ist down state fi Ie
wr i te (17 ,,'c) (ST (jd) ,jd=I, narc)
id=id+1
goto 200
260
continue
c-----create and I ist up state file
write(16,"c) (ST(jd) ,jd=I,narc)
iu=iu+1
num=num+1
vnum=vnum+s
200
continue
id=id-I
iu=iu-I
c-----calculate approx. utr
utr=vnum/vdeno
write(6,280) num,deno,vnum,vdeno,utr
write(13,280) num,deno,vnum,vdeno,utr
280
format (/llx, I (II.) Illx,l# of terms in numerator
=1,19
$/x, 1# of terms in denominator =',19/x, 'Value of
$numerator
=1 ,F25.20/x, IValue of denominator
=1
$F25.201Ix,'UTR (approximation) = ',F14.12)
wr i te (6,290) i u, i d
write(13,290) iu,id
290
format (11x, 'Total number of up states
= ',14/x,
$'Total number of down states = 1,14)
c-----print out cut-sets
300
310
320
330

350
360
340

wr i te (13,300)
format (/1 Is, I (I I I.) Cut-sets: I 17x, I (0 for fa i 1ure component;
$2 for success/failure component) II)
write(13,310) (i,i=l,narc)
format (x, ' x->',3x, 1014)
wr i te (13, 320)
format(x,65('-'»
if (k . eq. 0) then
wr i te (13,330)
format(7x,'None ' )
el se
do 340 i=l,k
wr i te (13,350) i
forma t (x, I CI , 14, I : I)
wr i te (13,360) (CUT (i ,j) ,j=l, narc)
format (7x, 1014)
continue
end if
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c-----print out unreachable states due to disjoint cut-sets
370

390
380

wr i te (13,370)
format {///s, I (IV.) Unreachable states due to disjoint
S cut-sets I /6x, I (0 for fa i I ure component; w for success/fa i lure
S componen t) 1/)
write(I3,310) (i,i=I,narc)
wr i t'e (13,320)
if (nds • eq. 0) then
wr i te (13,330)
else
do 380 i=I,nds
write(13,390) I
..
forma t (x, 10 1 , 14, I : I)
write(13,,360) (DIS (i ,j) ,j=I,narc)
continue
end if

~-----print

400

420
410

out unreachable states due to the components in series

wri te (13,400)
format (///x, I (V) Unreachable states due to the
$components in series 1/5x,1 (0 for failure component;
$ 2 for success/failure componenci 1/)
write(13,310) (i,i=I,narc)
wr i te (13,320)
if (kcm .eq. 0) then
wr i te (13,330)
else
do 410 i=l,kcm
write(13,420) i
format (x, lSI ,14,1: I)
write(13,360) (SR(i ,j) ,j=I,narc)
continue
end if

c-----print out paral leI or non-series connection nodes
430

450
440
460

write(13,430)
format {///x, I (VI.) 1//x,IParallel sets:l/x,1 (e.g. (120)
$denotes component I and 2 are in parallel.) 1//IOx,
$ I component # I)
wr i te (13,320)
if (mpr • eq. 0) then
wr i te (13,330)
el se
do 440 i=I,mpr
write(13,450) i
forma t (x, I pi, 14, I : I)
write(13,360) (PARA(i,j) ,j=I,narc)
continue
end if
wr i te (13,460)
format (///x, INon-series connection nodes: 1/)
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i f (ng . eq. 0) then
wr i te (13.330)
else
wr i te (13.360) (NSG (i) • i = I • ng)
end if
c-----print out up/down states?
if (1 ist .eq. I) then
close (16)
close(l])
open(16.file=lup.outl.status=loldl)
open(17.file=ldown.out l .status=l o ld l )
write(13.470)
470
format (///x. I (VII.) UP states :1/8x. I (1 for success
$component; 0 for fai lure component) II)
write(13.310) (i. i=l.narc)
wr i te (13.320)
do 480 i=l, iu
read (16,l'c) (ST(j) ,j=l,narc)
wr i te (13,490) i
490
format(x,IU I ,14,1:1)
write(13,360) (ST(j) ,j=l,narc)
480
continue
wr i te (13,500)
500
format (/llx, I (VIII.) DOWN states: 1/9x, I (1 for success
$component; 0 for failure component) II)
wr i te (13,310) (i, i =1,narc)
wr i te (13,320)
do 510 i = 1, i d
read (17,l'c) (ST(j) ,j=1 ,narc)
wr i te (13,520) i
520
format(x,IDn l ,14,1:1)
write(13,360) (STU) ,j=l,narc)
510
continue
end if
wr i te (6,530)
530
format (Ix, 1* See fi Ie aputr.out for detail output. II)
wr i te (13,540)
540
format (1Ix, 1* Files up.out, down.out & exs.out created by this
$ program can be l /3x, lused as input files to find exact UTR if
$ exutr.for is applied. l )
c-----Write information to exs.out that exutr.for and sense.for need
write(18,*) narc,node,iu,id,vnum,vdeno
1000 end

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

***************************************************
subroutine sbcut(narc,node,MAT,CUT,nrcut)
used to find cut-sets from RBD
narc
total nr. of component in RBD
node
total nr. of node in RBD
MAT
incident matrix
CUT
cut-sets, output
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c
c
c
c

nrcut: nr. of cut-sets, output
other variables/dimensions:
dex,UNDO,DONE,NEWDO

***************************************************
subroutine SBCUT(narc,node,MAT,CUT,nrcut)
integer dex,UNDO,r,t,dup,drow,s,CUT,p
dimension CUT (2500,50) ,MAT(50,50),
$NEWDO (51) , UNDO (2500,51)

c-----find neighbors from node I
dex=1
k=1
kct=1
UNDO (1,1) =1
UNDO (1,2) =1
200

do 10 i=1,k
if (UNDO (j, 1) .eq. 0) goto 10
kct=kct-1
m=UNDO (i ,1)
UNDO (j , 1) =0

c-----find cut-set and new check codes
do 30 icol=1,narc
do 40 j=1,m
drow=UNDO (j ,j+1)
CUT (dex. i co I) =CUT (dex. i co J) +MAT (drow. i co I)
40
continue

55

if (abs (CUT (dex, i col» .eq. 1) then
do 50 j=1.node
if (abs (MAT (j. ico!) .eq. 1) then
cut (dex, i co I) =0
do 55 p=l.m
if (j .eq.UNDO (i. p+!) goto 50
continue
if (j . ne. node) then

c-----create a new check code
NEWDO (1) =m+1
do 60 r=l,m
NEWDO (r+.1) =UNDO (i. r+1)
60
cont i nue
NEWDO (r+l) =j
c-----check if NEWDO is isolated from only one other component
call island(NEWDO.MAT,narc,node,id)
if (id .eq. 0) goto 30
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c-----check if NEWDO dupl icate in UNDO or not
do 70 s= I, k
if (newdo (1) • eq. undo (s, 1») then
dup=O
do 80 r=2,newdo(1)+1
do 90 t=2,newdo(I)+1
if (newdo (r) . eq • undo (s , t)) then
dup=dup+1
goto 80
end if
90
continue
80
continue
if (dup • eq. newdo (1)) then
goto 30
else
goto 70
end if
end if
70
cont i nue
c-----write NEWDO to UNDO
kct=kct+1
k=k+1
do 100 r=l, newdo (1) +1
undo (k , r) =newdo (r)
100
cont i nue
end if
goto 30
end if
50
continue
else
cut (dex, i co 1) =2
end if
30
continue
dex=dex+1
10
continue
c-----Go back to UNDO to get new checking codes or not?
if (kct . gt. 0) goto 200
nrcut=dex-1
end

c

**********************************************

c

**********************************************

c
c
c

subroutine island{newdo,mat,narc,node,id)
used to check if RBD is divided to
two islands only

subroutine ISLAND{newdo,mat,narc,node,id)
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integer r,t,s,dik,v,ck
dimension NEWDO(51) ,ISL(51) ,ISLED(5!) ,MAT(50,50)
c-----Find ISL: nodes excluding in NEWDO
s=1
do 10 r=I,node
do 20 t=2,newdo (1)+1
if (r .eq. newdo (t»
goto 10
20
continue
s=s+1
is I (s) =r
10
continue
is I (I) =s-1
c-----check if ISL is in one island
ik=1
j=1
is I ed (I) =I
i sled (2) =node
30
dik=ik
do 40 s= j , i k
do 50 r=I, narc
if (abs(mat(isled(s+I),r)
.eq. I) then
do 60 t=I,node
if ((abs(mat(t,r»
.eq. 1) .and.
S
(t .ne. is I ed (s+1)) then
do 70' v=2, is I (I) + 1
i f (t • eq. is I (v»
then
do 80 ck=2, isled(I)+1
if (t .eq. isled(ck»
goto 50
cont i nue
80
ik=ik+1
is I ed (i k+ 1) =t
i sled (1) =i sled (1) + 1
. goto 50
end if
70
continue
goto 50
end if
60
continue
goto 50
end if
50
continue
j=j+1
40
continue
i f (i k • ne. d i k) then
goto 30
else
if (isl (1) .gt. isled(l» then
id=O
el se
id=1
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end if
end if
end

c
c
c

******************************************************
subroutine disjoint(narc,CUT,k,OIS,nds)
used to find the states due to disjoint cut-sets

c

c
narc:
c
CUT
c
k:
c
DIS:
c
ends:
c
c

total nr. of component in RBO
cut-sets
total nr. of cut-sets
unreachable states due to disjoint cut-sets,
is an output.
total nr. of unreachable states due to disjoint
cut-sets

*******************************************************
subroutine OISJOINT(narc,CUT,k,OIS,nds)
integer CUT,O,OIS,same
dimension CUT (2500,50) ,0(50) ,015(2500,50)

c

c
c

30

50
40

--------------------------------

Find 2-pair disjoint cutsets
-------------------------------nds=O
do 10 i =1, k-l
do 20 i a=i+l,k
do 30 j=l,narc
if (CUT(i ,j) .eq.O .and. CUT(ia,j) .eq.O) then
goto 20
else
if (cUTCi ,j) .eq.2 .and. CUT(ia,j) .eq.2) then
o(j) =2
el se
o (j) =0
end if
end if
continue
if (nds .gt. 0) then
do 40 m=l,nds
same=O
do 50 j=l,narc
if (0 (j) .ne. 0 I 5 (m,j» same=-I
continue
if (same .eq. 0) goto 20
cont i nue
end if
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60
20
10

nds=nds+l
do 60 j=l,narc
DIS (nds ,j) =0 (j)
continue
continue
continue
end

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

**************************************************************
subroutine series (MAT,narc,node,sR,kcm,PARA,mpr,NSG,ng)
Used to find unreachable states due to series components.
mpr
nr. of paral leI
npr
nr. of non-parallel
ng
nr. of non-series connection nodes
ms
nr. of series
kcm
nr. of states due to series cut-sets (*output)
PARA: codes of parallel pairs
sR
codes of series (*output as 2/0)
NsG : codes of non-series connection nodes
TsR : codes of series combinations
*********************************************************
subroutine SERIES (MAT,narc,node,sR,kcm,PARA,mpr,NsG,ng)
integer PARA,DPR,sR,order,TsR
dimension MAT (SO,SO) ,PARA (1000,SO) ,DPR(SO,SO),
$sR(SOOO,Sl) ,NsG(SO) ,TSR(SOOO,Sl)

c

c
c

30
20

-------------------

Find parallel
------------------mpr=l
n=l
do 10 i=l,narc
do 20 id::al,mpr
do 30 jd::al,narc
if (i .eq. para(id,jd»
continue
continue
I j ght-O
n-l
para(mpr,n)-j
do 40 k-i+I, narc
do SO J-l,node

goto 10
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50

40

10

if (abs(mat(j,i)) .ne. abs(mat(j,k))) goto 40
continue
n=n+l
para (mpr, n) =k
1i ght=1
continue
if (I ight .eq. 1) then
mpr=mpr+l
else
para (mpr, 1) =0
end if
continue
mpr=mpr-l

c

-----------------------------------------------------

c

-----------------------------------------------------

c
c

140
130

150
120
c

c
c

180
170

Compose DPR as a connection matrix in which extra
parallels have been cancelled.

npr=l
do 120 i = 1 , narc
do 130 j=l,mpr
do 140 k=2,narc
if (i .eq. para(j,k)) goto 120
continue
continue
DPR(l,npr)=i
do 150 m=2,node+l
DPR (m, npr) =mat (m-l , i)
continue
npr=npr+l
continue
npr=npr-l
----------------------------------

Find non-series connection nodes
---------------------------------NSG (1) =1
ng=1
do 170 ia=2,node-l
k=O
do 180 i b=l , npr
if (abs(DPR(ia+l,ib)) .ne. 1) goto" 180
k::zk+l
i f (k •eq. 3) then
ng=ng+l
Nsg (ng) = i a
goto 170
end if
continue
continue
ng-ng+l
NSG(ng)-node
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c

--------------------------

c

--------------------------

c

Find the series from OPR

ms=l
do 200 j=l,npr
order=O
n=2
c-----Check if OPR(l,i)-component has already shown in SR(series)

220
210

do 210 i s= 1 ,ms
do 220 js=2,npr+l
if (OPR(l,j) .eq. SR(is,js»
continue
continue

goto 200

c-----OPR(l,i) has not been recorded in series codes.
c
Find the connect nodes of OPR (i) •
do 230 ia=3,node
if (abs(OPR(ia,j» .ne. 1) goto 230
order=order+ 1.
c-----Check if node ia is series connection

240

do 240 ib=l,ng
if (ia-l .eq. NSG(ib» then
i f (order • eq. 1) then
SR (ms, n) =dpr Cl,j)
goto 230
el se
SR (ms, 1) =n-l
if (n • ne. 2) then
ms=ms+l
end if
goto 200
end if
end if
continue

c-----Node ia is series connection
if (order .eq. 1) SR(ms,n)=OPR(l,j)
c-----connect node has been found at OPR(ia,j),
c
then, find which component that OPR(ia,j) connects to.

500

jplus=j+l
irow=ia
do 250 jd=jplus,npr
if (abs (OPR (i row,jd» • eq. 1) then
n=n+l
SR (ms, n) =OPR (1 ,j d)
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c-----Find the other connect node of component DPR(I, id)

s

do 260 ic=3,node
if «abs(DPR(ic,jd)) .eq.
i row)) then

1)

.and. (ic .ne.

c-----Check if node of OPR(ic,jd) is series-connection

270

260
250
230
200

do 270 ib=J,ng
i f (i c-I . eq. NSG (i b)) then
I f (order .eq. I) then
goto 230
else
SR (ms, 1) =n- I
if (n .ne. 2) ms=ms+1
goto 200
end if
end if
continue
jplus=jd+1
irow=ic
goto 500
end if
continue
end if
continue
continue
SR (ms, 1) =n-I
if (n .ne. 2) ms=ms+1
continue
ms=ms-I

c-----Find combinations of series
Call

comb(SR,ms,TSR~kcm)

c-----Bring back the parallel to series combinations
Cal I pcomb(TSR,kcm,PARA,mpr,narc)
c-----Transfer series codes to (2/0)
do 280 i=I,kcm
do 290 j=I,narc+l
SR(i ,j)=2
290
continue
280
con t i nue

310
300

do 300 i=I,kcm
do 310 j=2,TSR(i ,1)+1
SR (i , TSR (i , j) ) =0
continue
continue
end
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c

***************************************************************

c

***************************************************************

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Subroutine comb(SR,ms,TSR,kcm)
Used to find the combination of the elements in a dimension.
I npu t
SR
dimension of elements; 1st col. shows the nr. of
elements ego 3 4 7 9 (input)
ms
nr. of basic series
Output:
TSR
combination dimension; 1st col. shows the nr. of
elements in each row.
kcm
nr. of series combination

subroutine COMB (SR,ms,TSR,kcm)
integer SR, TSR·
dimension SR(SOOO,SI) ,TSR(SOOO,Sl)

20

kcm=l
do 10 1ine=1,ms
n=SR (I i ne, 1)
ib=2
ic=3
ks=l
TSR (kcm, 1) =2
TSR (kcm,2) =SR (1 i ne, ib)
TSR(kcm,3)=SR(l ine, ic)

c-----Compose 2-e1ement combinations
if (ks • eq. nrc (n-1) /2) then
kcm=kcm+l
goto 10
e1 se
kcm=kcm+1
ks=kSi+1
if (ic .ne. n+1) then
ic=ic+l
goto 20
el se
ib=ib+l
ic=ib+l
goto 20
end if
end if
10
cont i nue
kcm=kcm-l
end
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c

***************************************************************

c

***************************************************************

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Subrout'ine pcomb(TSR,kcm,PARA,mpr,narc)
Used to bring back paral lei to the series combinations
Input/Output:
TSR
series combinations
Input
kcm
nr. of unreachable states due to series components
mpr
nr. of paral lei set
narc
nr. of component in RBD
PARA
paral lei sets

subroutine PCOMB(TSR,kcm,PARA,mpr,narc)
integer TSR,PARA
dimension PARA (1000,SO) ,TSR(SOOO,Sl)

SO

40
30
20
10

do 10 i=l,kcm
m=TSR (i , 1) +2
do 20 j=2,TSR(i ,1)+1
do 30 i a= 1, mpr
do 40 i b= 1 , na r c
if (TSR(i,j) .eq. PARA{ia,ib)) then
do SO ic=l,narc
if (PARA(ia,ic) .eq. 0) then
goto 20
else
if (PARA(ia,ic) .ne. TSR(i ,j)) then
TSR (i ,m) =PARA (i a, i c)
m=m+1
end if
end if
continue
end if
continue
continue
continue
TSR (i , 1) =m-2
continue
end
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APUTR.OUT--output fi Ie of APUTR.FOR
UTR (approx i ma t ion)
5-component Bridge
(I .)

=
=

Total number of component in RBD
Total number of node in RBD

5
4

Component connections:
component #

----------x(
x(
x(
x(
x(

1)
2)

node # in RBD

-------------

3)
4)

5)

1
1

2
2

3

2

3
3
4
4

Repair rate by component #:
I) 0.20000000
4) O. 10000000

2) 1.00000000
5) 0.80000000

3) 0.50000000

Failure rate by component #:
1) 0.00070000
4) 0.00050000

2) 0.00200000

5) 0.00300000

3) 0.00400000

(I I .)

# of terms in numerator
# of .terms in denominator
Value of numerator
Value of denominator
UTR (approximation)

=
=
=

16
30

=

0.008179299
0.008179509

= 0.999974270642

Total number of up states
Total number of down states

=

=

16
14
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I I I .) Cut-sets:

(0 for fai lure component:2 for success/failure component)

x->

2

3

4

5

0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

2

2

0

0

-----------------------------------------------------------------

C

1:

C

2:

C

3:

C

4:

IV.) Unreachable states due to disjoint cut-sets
(0 for fai lure component: w for success/failure component)

x->

o

I:

o

2

3

4

5

o

2

o

o

(V) Unreachable states due to thecomponents in series
(0 for failure component: 2 for success/failure component)

x->

2

3

4

5

None

(V I .)

Parallel sets:
(e.g. (1 2 0) denotes component I and 2 are in parallel.)
component #
None

Non-series connection nodes:
2

3

4
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(v I I .) UP states :
( I for success component; 0 for fai lure component)

x->

2

3

4

5

-----------------------------------------------------------------

U

I:

U

2:

U

3:

U

4:

U

5:

U

6:

U

7:

U

8:

U

9:

U

10 :

U

11:

U

12 :

U

13 :

U

14 :

U

15:

U

16 :

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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(VI I I.) DOWN states:
(1 for success component; 0 for fai lure component)

x->

2

On

1:

On

2:

On

3:

On

4:

On

5:

On

6:

On

7:

On

8:

On

9:

On

10:

On

11 :

On

12:

On

13:

On

14:

* Files

3

4

5

o

a
a
a

a
o

o

a

000

o

o

o

o

o
a

o

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

0

a
a
a
0

a
a

o
o
a

a

0

o

a
a
a
a

o

a

up.out, down.out & exs.out created by this program can be
used as input files to find exact UTR if exutr.for is appJ ied.
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2. Flow Chart for Main Program of EXUTR.FOR
Purposes: Find exact numerical solution of utr by given RBD
From output files of APUTR.FOR
up. out
: up states
down.out : down states
exs.out : narc = # of compo
iu
=# of up st.
id
=# of down st.
From data file
arc.dat

: components connections
inRBD

xnx.dat

: value of Jl., A.
I

Create TA.
Markov Availability Matrix

Change each element of
Modified TA

the last row in TA to be I

Inverse Matrix of
Subroutine SPAR

Modified TA.
Call

SPAR

,

r--------I
/
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

Calculate exact solution, A

I

I
I
I

eutr

= eutr + ta (i, iu+id)

(1)

ss

I
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Flow Chart for Main Program of EXUTR.FOR -- continued

(1)

File : exutr. out
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User Inputs For EXUTR.FOR
Inputs from screen
$> run exutr

Have you run aputr.for to update up. out , down. out and exs.out?
key in 1 for yes; 2 for no. 1
Enter your project name (limit in 60 characters) 5-component bridge
Print out Markov transition matrix?
-- The data number of this matrix will reach the square of number of
system states. It can be a big number.
Enter 1 for yes; 2 for no. 2
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Program EXUTR
c
C

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C

************************************************************

,'e

Program fi Ie name: exutr.for

,'e

up. ou t
up s ta te f i l e i :
down.out: down state fi Ie
,'e
xnx.dat: Key in al I repair rates in the sequence
*
order of components, then return to next
*
row and key in all failure rates in the
*
sequence order of components.
*
exs.out
narc,node,iu,id
*
arc.dat
component connection in RBD
narc
total number of components in RBD
*
iu
total number of up states
,',
id
total number of down states
,'c
output
*
exutr.out:output fi Ie
,'c
eutr
'1c

* Used to find exact UTR by inversing Markov transition
*
matrix.
* up.out, down.out, exs.out, iu, and id are created by
*
program aputr.for.
** RESTRAINT: NODE I IS THE STARTING NODE.
*
THE LARGEST NODE NUMBER IS ASSIGNED TO
*
THE TERMINAL NODE IN THIS SYSTEM.
*,'e input:
,'e

*,'c
'1c

,'c
'1c

1c
-Ic

,'e
ofc

*
-Ic
-Ic

*

************************************************************
integer UD,to,update,pt,arcx,arcy,dummy
double precision TA,eutr,x,nx
character title*60
dimension X(15) ,NX (15) ,UD (1500,15) ,TA (1500,1500)
open (11 , f
open(12,f
open(13,f
open(14,f
open(15,f
open(16,f

10

,'e

*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*,'e

1e= I up. ou t I , s ta tus= 101 d I)
le='down.out',status='old ' )
le='xnx.dat',status='old')
le=lexutr.outl,status=lnewl)
le='exs.out',status='old')
le='arc.dat',status='old')

wr i te (6, 10)
read (S,"c) update
format(x,'Have you run aputr.for to update up.out,
S down.out & exs.out?1
Six, I key in I for yes; 2 for no. I,S)
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20

30
40
50

60

70

80

100
90
110

120
130

i f (upda te • eq. 2) then
wr i te (6,20)
format(x,IRun aputr.for before running this program. l )
go to 1000
end if
wr i te (6,30)
read (5,40) title
format(/x,IEnter your project name(limit in 60 characters)
forma t (A60)
wr i te (14,50) tit I e
format (x, I EXUTR.OUT--output fi Ie of EXUTR.FORIII
$x,IUTR (exact) Illx,A60)
write(6,60)
read (5, "c) pt
format(/x,IPrint out Markov transition matrix1 1/x,
$1_- The data nr. of this matrix wil I reach the square of
$ total nr. of I/x,lsystem states. It can be a
$ big nr. (enter I for yes; 2 for no.) 1,$)
read(15,*) narc,dummy,iu,id
write(6,70) narc, iu, id
write(14,70) narc,iu,id
format (11x, ITotal number of components in RBO = 1,14
= 1,14
$/x,ITotal number of up states
= 1,14)
$/x,ITotal number of down states
write(14,80)
format (11x, I Component connections:'llx, I component #',5x,
$ I node # in RBO I lx, II (' - I) ,5x, 13 (I - I

»

do 90 i=I,narc
read(16,*) arcx,arcy
write(6,100) i ,arcx,arcy
write(14,100) i,arcx,arcy
forma t (3x, I X (I , 14, I) I ,7 x, 214)
continue
wr i te (6, 110)
write(14,110)
format(llx,'Repair rate by component #: II)
read (13,fc) (x (i), i=I,narc)
write(6,120) «i ,x(i», i=I,narc)
write(14,120) «i,x(i»,i=I,narc)
forma t (3 (3x, 14, I) I ,F 11.8»
wr i te (6, 130)
wr i te (14, 130)
format (11x, 'Failure rate by component #:1/)
read (13,fc) (nx(i),i=I,narc)
write(6,120) «i,nx(i» ,i=I,narc)
wr i te (14, 120) « i ,nx (i» , i =I ,narc)

1,$)
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do 140 i =1 , i u
read (11 ,l'C) (UD (i ,j) ,j=1 ,narc)
continue
n=iu+id
do 150 i =i u+ 1 , n
read (12,l'C) (UD (i ,j) ,j=l ,narc)
cont i nue

140

150

c
c
c

create Markov transition matrix TA

do 160 i a= 1 , n
do 170 ja=l,narc
if (UD(ia,ja) .eq. 0) thEm
UD (i a, j a) =1
to=l
el se
UD (j a, j a) =0
to=O
end if
c-----f i nd where the new UD (i a, l'C) goes to

$

190

180

170

do 180 ib=l,n
do 190 jb=l,narc
i f « i b • eq. i a) • or. (UD (i a, j b) • ne. UD (i b, j b» )
goto 180
continue
if CCia .gt. iu) .and. (ib .gt. iu»
then
if (to .eq. 1) then
TA(ib, ia)=x(ja)
UD (i a, j a) =0
el se
UD(ia,ja)=l
end if
goto 170
el se
if (to .eq. 1) then
TA (i b, i a) =x (j a)
UD(ia,ja)=O
else
TA (i b, i a) =nx (j a)
UD (i a, j a) =1
end if
end if
goto 170
cont i nue
if (to .eq. 1) then
UD (i a, j a) =0
else
UD(ia,ja)=l
end if
cont i nue
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c-----Find the diagonal value
sum=O.
do 200 k=I,n
sum=sum+TA(k,ia)
200
continue
TA( i a , i a) =(-1) ,', s um
160
continue
c-----print Markov transition matrix?

210
230
240
220

if (pt .eq. I) then
write(14,210)
format (111x, 'Markov transition matrix:'/)
do 220 i=l,n
write(14,230) i
format (x, , (',14,') ')
write(14,240) (TA(i,j) ,j=l,n)
format(x,5FI1.8)
continue
end if

c

------------------

c

------------------

c

Find exact utr

c ••.•. change the last row of TA to I.
do 250j=l,n
TA (n,j) =1.
250
continue
c ••••• Find inverse matrix of TA
call SPAR(TA,n)
260
280
270

wr i te (14,260)
format (1IIx, 'State probability: 'I)
do 270 i=l, n
write(14,280) i ,TA (i ,n)
format(x, 14, ')' ,3x,F33.30)
continue

c ..••• Calculate exact utr
eutr=O.
do 290 i=l, iu
eutr=eutr+TA(i,n)
290
continue
write(6,300) eutr
write(14,300) eutr
300
format (11x, 'Exact UTR = ',F14. 12)
1000 end
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c

*****************************************************

c

*****************************************************

c
c
c
c
c

subroutine spar (TA,n)
used to find the inverse matrix of TA.
TRA : input & output. After applying this
subroutine, TA becomes the inverse matrix.
n : total number of up states and down states

subroutine SPAR(TA,n)
double precision TA
dimension TA(lOOO, 1000)
do 10 i=l,n
if (TA (i, j) .eq. 0.) TA (i, i) =1.E-20
TA (i , i) =I • IT A(i , i)

30
50
60
40
20
10

70

do20j=l,n
if (j-j) 30,20,30
TA (j, i) =TA (j, i) ,'cTA (i, i)
do 40 k=l,n
if (k - i) 50,40,50
TA (j ,k) =TA (j ,k) -TA (j, i) '1cTA (i ,k)
i f (j - n) 40, 60 , 40
TA (i ,k) =-TA (i, j) ,'cTA (i ,k)
continue
continue
continue
k=n-l
do 70 j=l,k
TA (n ,j) =-TA (n, n) '1cTA (n,j)
continue
end
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EXUTR.OUT--output fi Ie of EXUTR.FOR
UTR (exac t)
5-component Bridge
Total number of components in RBO
Total number of up states
Total number of down states

=
=
=

5
16
14

Component connections:
component #

----------x(

x(
x(
x(
x(

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

node # in RBO

------------1
1
2
2
3

2
3
3
4
4

Repair rate by component #:
1) 0.20000000
4) O. 10000000

2) 1.00000000

5) 0.80000000

3) 0.50000000

Failure rate by component #:
1) 6.00070000
4) 0.00050000

2) 0.00200000

5) 0.00300000

State probabi lity:
1)
2)

3)
4)

5)
6)
7)

8)
9)

10)

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

0.978053888425300763098668710427
0.003667704262592299451015837031

0.004890363719155830374285542916
0.007824397308515034345569039154

0.000029337482004316380626270447
0.000039053149188282562380056771

0.001956109406862860606093890148

0.000007333189956139248227350925
0.000009766258462663316242008426

0.000015646654496264804254336209

0.000000058644271796197585076689
0.003423210894047457476113693886
0.000012825631763187500475003710
0.000017077007103783229949653518
0.000027362652399837273007828821

3) 0.00400000

200

16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)

0.000000136504201449930220506692
0.000018422116939360094792731398
0.000000094208283888590051051818
0.000000017353410293613936582571
0.000000078172090760005533781326
0.000000000012217556138725768058
0.000000052519826025205068165077
0.000000102645824392517797377435
0.000000000255945373904735887483
0.000006875427676306369889482702
0.000000015396353346861971974257
0.000000031667443665527781431891
0.000000038662678941246788402334
0.000000000016420396102935325486
0.000000000354567797574817505727

Exact UTR = 0.999974271190
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3. Flow Chart for Main Program of SENSE. FOR
Purposes:
1) Find important components list.

2) Calculate first derivatives of A *ss W.r.t. Ili and Ai .

Start

From output files of APUTR.FOR
up. out
: up states
down.out: down states
exs.out : narc = # of camp.
iu
= # of up st.
id
= # of down st.
G

=LS.
I

for all up st.

T

=LS.
I

for all states
From data file
arc.dat : components connection
inRBD
xnx.dat

~----------:,

I

(a)

(h)

,~--------'
( c:)
(1)

: value of J.1., A..
I

I
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Flow Chart for Main Program of SENSE. FOR -- continued

(1)

State event of statej

Read A(.)
Calculate
Differential value of S .
I

devU) = aSj , for ch = 1
aJ1.I
devU)

=aSj
a)";

, for ch

N

=2
Check if state j is
an up state

Accumulate

BD = BD + dev(j)
Accumulate
(c)

.

GD

=GD + devU)

/1'"

I
I

(2)
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Flow Chart for Main Program of SENSE.FOR -- continued

(2)
Calculate

*

[(T - G) (GO) - (G) (BD)] ,for ch

=1

ASD(m) _dAss = _1_ [(T - G) (GO) - (G) (BD)] ,for ch

=2

ASD(m) _(}ASs

dJ1j

= _1_
T2

*

dAj

T2

~~--------------~------------------~
L ________________________ _

(a)

Sorting ASD(m)
by subroutine nsink

Important compo list
and
ASD(m)
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User Input~ For SENSE.FOR
Inputs from screen

$> run sense
Have you run aputr.for to update up. out , down. out and exs.out?
key in 1 for yes; 2 for no. !
Enter your project name (limit in 60 characters) 5-component bridge
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program sense
c

c
c
c
c
c

*************************************************************
,',
*

,', program f i I e name: sense. for
* Used to analyze the sensitivity of steady-state system
*
availabi lity with component fai lure rates and repair
,',
rates.
* aputr.for must be run before applying this program.

*
,',
*)'(

c

,'(

C

input:
,/,
up.out
up state file
,',
down. ou t: down s ta te f i I e " ,
xnx.dat
repair rates and failure rates of components
,',
exs.out
narc,node,iu,id,G,T
,',
* arc.dat component connection in RBO
*
,/, output:
,/,
,',
sense.out: output file
,/,
*************************************************************

c
c
c
c
c
c·
c
c

,',

,',
,',

*

*

integer update,arcx.arcy,dummy,ch,A,root
character Lm, title*60
double precision X,NX,ASO,dev,gd,bd
d i mens ion ASO (5000,2) ,A (2500) ,X (2500) ,NX (2500)
open(ll,file='up.out',status='old')
open(12,file=ldown.out l ,status=l o ld ' )
open(13,file=lxnx.datl,status=lold')
open(14,fi le='exs.out' ,status='old ' )
open(15,file=larc.datl,status='old')
open(16,file='sense.out ' ,status='new')

10

20

30
40
50

wr i te (6, 10)
read (5, *) upda te
format (x, 'Have you run aputr.for to update up.out,
Sdown.out, exs.out?'lx,' Enter 1 for yes; 2 for no. ' ,S)
if (upda te • eq. 2) then
wr i te (6,20)
format(x,'Run program aputr.for to update.')
goto 1000
end if
wr i te (6,30)
read (5,40) title
format(x,'Enter your project name(limit in 60 characters) I,S)
format (A60)
wr i te (J 6,50) tit 1e
format(x,'SENSE.OUT--output file of SENSE.FOR'II
$x,'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ' IIX,A60)
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60

70

90
80
100

110
120

read(14,*) narc,dummy, iu, id,G,T
write(16,60) narc,iu,id
format(llx,ITotal number of components in RBD = 1,14
S/x,ITotal number of up states
= 1,14
S/x,ITotal number of down states
. = 1,14)
wr i te (16,70)
format (1Ix, I Component connections: 1114x, I component #1,5x,
$Inode # in RBD I /4x, II (I-I) ,5x, 13(1-'»
do 80 i=l,narc·
read (15, fe) arcx, arcy
wr i te (6,90) i ,arcx,arcy
write(16,90) i ,arcX,arcy
format(6x,l x (',14,1)',7x,214)
continue
wr i te (6, 100)
write(16,100)
format (1Ix, 'Repair rate by component #:1/)
read(13,te) (x(i) ,i=l,narc)
wr i te (6,110) «i,x (i» , i=1 ,narc)
wr i te (16, 110) « i , x (i) ) , i =I, narc)
format(3(3x,14,1}I,FII.8)}
wr i te (6, 120)
wr i te (16, 120)
format (/Ix, IFai lure rate by component

#:'/)

read (J3,7'e) (nx(i),i=l,narc)
write(6,110) «i,nx(i»,i=l,narc)
wr i te (16, 110) ( (i , nx (i) ) , i = I , narc)
m=O
. do 130 ch= I ,2
do 140 i=l,narc
m=m+1
gd=O.
bd=O.
do ISO j=l, iu+id
dev=l.
if (j • Ie. i u) then
read (II ,te) (A (k) ,k=1 ,narc)
el se
read (12,ie) (A (k) ,k=1 ,narc)
end if
c-----differential mu or lamda?
if «(ch .eq. I) .and. (A(;) .eq. I)
.or.
S
( (ch • eq • 2) • and. (A (i) • eq .0) » then
do 160 k=l,narc
if (k • ne. i) then
if (A(k) .eq. I) then
dev=dev7'ex (k)
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else
dev=devl"nx (k)
end if
end if
cont i nue
else
goto 150
end if

160

c-----Accumulate gd
170

150

140
130

& bd

if (j . 1e. i u) then
gd=gd+dev
else
bd=bd+dev
end if
continue
ASD (m, I) =m
ASD(m,2)=I/T**2*((T-G)*gd-G*bd)
close(ll)
close (12)
open (11, f i 1e= I up. out I , s ta tus= I old I)
open(12,fi le=ldown.out l ,status=l o ld l )
continue
continue
n=narc"'2

c-----Sorting absolute ASD value descendently
ca 11 ns i nk (ASD , n)
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230
220
240

wr i te (6,210)
wr i te (16,210)
format (111x, I Important Components List: 1I13x,IPriority i ,5x,
$IL(i) or M(i) l'c l ,5x,IIncreasing rate or decreasing
$ rate l /37x,I o f UTR w.r.t L(i) or M(i) 1/3x,
$8 (I - I) , 5x, 14 (I - I) , 5x, 34 (I - I ) I)
do 220 i=l,n
Lm=IMI
root=ASD (i , 1)
if (root • gt. narc) then
root=ASD(i, I)-narc
Lm=1 L I
end if
write(6,230) i,Lm,root,ASD(i,2)
write(16,230) i ,Lm,root,ASD(i ,2)
forma t (5x, I 3, 13x, AI, 13, 20x, F 18 • 12)
con t i nue
wr i te (6,240)
write(16,240)
format(llx,l* L(i): failure rate of component ill
$x, I M(i): repair rate of component i I)
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250

wr i te (6 , 250)
format (//x, 1** See'sense.out for detail output.

1000

end

I)

c

************************************************

c

************************************************

c
c

subroutine nsink(ASD,n)
sorting ASD descendently

subroutine NSINK(ASD,n)
double precision ASD
dimension ASD(5000,2)
do 12 j=2, n
ad=abs (ASD (j ,2) )
a=ASD (j ,2)
b=ASD (j , I)
do I I i =j -1 , 1 ,-1
if (abs(ASD(i,2»
.ge. ad) goto 10
ASD (i+l, 2) =ASD (i, 2)
ASD (i+l, 1) =ASD (i, 1)
11
10
12

continue
i=O
ASD (i+l ,2)=a
ASD(i+l,I)=b
continue
end
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SENSE.OUT--output fi Ie of SENSE.FOR
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
5-component Bridge
Total number of components in RBO
Total number of up states
Total number of down states

=
=
=

5
16
14

Component connections:
component #

node # in RBO

----------x(
x(
x(
x(
x(

-------------

1)

1
1
2
2
3

2)
3)
4)
5)

2
3
3
4
4

Repair rate by component #:
1) 0.20000000
4) o. 10000000

2) 1.00000000
5) 0.80000000

3) 0.50000000

Failure rate by component #:
1) 0.00070000
4) 0.00050000

2) 0.00200000
5) 0.00300000
Important Components List:
Priority

L (i) or M(j)

--------

--------------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

L
L
L
L
M
L
M
M
M
M

'I,

3) 0.00400000

Increasing rate or decreasing rate
of UTR w.r.t L(i) or M(i)

----------------------------------

4
1
5
2
4
3
1
5
2
3

,', L (i): fai lure rate of component i
M(i): repair rate of component i

-0.037143230438
-0.010055967607
-0.006206441671
-0.003512692871
0.00018574]180
-0.000044869827
0.000035211403
0.000023278037
0.000007028489
0.000000365165
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